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Incorporation Papers Filed Rain in the Valleys Extin- Californian Killed by Para- Some Had Not Done So Since Two Miners Meet Death Genuine "Capacity House'
mour of His Unfaithful
guishes Fierce Forest
Days of Their
at Concert at Elks Theater
Today by San Juan
Through Touching ElecFires
tric
Feed
Wire
Last Night
Spouse
Infancy
County Corporation
BRIEF

SESSION

OF

y BRAVE FIGHTERS

COURT

DEAD

DISCOVERED

!i

UNFAITHFULNESS

IMPRISONED

Ins t i t u t e s Storm Extended Over Area of Deadly Duel Ensued In Which Sixteen
for
One Hundred Square
Woman and Her Father
Record
Fine
Maintain
Miles.
Were Wounded.
Attendance.

County

Teacher'

Governor Mills today appointed
Samuel A. Frey of Leopold, Grant
county, and Orie L. Phillips of French,
Colfax county, notaries public.
Incorporation.

Missoula, Mont., Aug. 24. A heavy
fall of snow in the mountains and
rain in the valleys have done much
towards bringing the forest fires un
der subjection. The storms extended
over an area of 100 square miles, go
ing as far east as Helena and taking
in the Couer d'Alene district where
the fires have been fierce.
All Rangers Safe.
Wallace, Idaho, Aug. 24. All men
on the list ot government ioresters
employed in Idaho have reported to
the supervisor or are known to be
safe.
Eight Miners Perished.
Wallace, Aug. 24. All rangers are
known to be safe with the exception
of Joseph P. Halm, deputy ranger who
has performed excellent work and
was last seen with his crew north of
the Big Fork of the Coeur d'Alene
river in the district that burned over
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Were Rescued Alive Accident Was Caused by a Cave-Whil- e First Regiment Band Also
In at the Newhouse Tunnel,
Other Eight Were
ed A Splendid
Suffocated.
Colorado.
Program

Scor-

J

Calif., Aug. 24. During
Wallace, Aug. 21. When 21 men
For the
Ii;iho Springs, Colo., Aug. 24.
time in the history of
a heavily the Elks' theater in Santa Fe, those
in imprisoned in the Bullion mine tunnel Coming in contact with
a desperate duel last midnight,
hope of escape, they pre- - charred electric feed wire, which had in charge of. the box office had to
which Frederick W. Becker and N. F. abandoned
l tared
to die manfully. Thev ehaneed been carrier! ilnwn liv q
close the window, turn out the lights
o
u shifts so that some
ioguatui,
might hold a Thomas Stelmark and Daniel Regan, iuid declare that even standing room
King City were the principals and a blanket over the mine hole while the each :',2 years of age and single, wore was unobtainable, so great wan the
toshotgun and a rifle were the weapons, others prayed for forgiveness of their instantly killed early this morning in outpouring of Santa Feans to the conIncorporation papers were filed
sins, and wrote farewell messages on the Newhouse tunnel. William Galli-ga- cert. Riven last niyht for the benefit
day by the Little Standard Oil and
and Victor Biddle were slightly of St. Vincent's new sanitarium.
scraps or paper to loved ones. All
San
of
were
and her father, W. D. Fowler,
Farmington,
Land Company
some had not done so shocked but not seriously
affected.
The program was certainly worth
prayed,
though
wounded. The tragedy occurred in a
Juan county. The capitalization is
since infancy. The letters written by The men were employed as muckers t'e small price of admission and evMrs.
cottage in which Tognazzini and
$100,000 divided into 100,000 shares.
eight men who succumbed will be sent and were coming off the shift. They en the best known habitues of moving
Becker were discovered asleep. Beck- to the
are:
and
directors
persons to whom they were were riding out of the tunnel on a flat
declared that.
exhibitions,
The incorporators
er began shooting, the fire being
addressed.
The notes written by the mucking car drawn by a mule. The a;mt from the musical numbers of
C.
W.
98,997
shares;
p. C.'Mattox,
Many shots survivors have been returned to them. mule was killed by the shock, Five the
by Tognazzaiui.
program, the "picture show" was
were exchanged, the cottage being rid- Mattox 1,000 shares; T. J. Skaggs,
hundred volts passed through the pCjiial to any that had ever been givdied with bullets. Becker was fatally
Frank E. Nickel and E. W. Mack, each
bodies of Stolmark and Regan.
en in this city.
FIG GROWERS HAVE
wounded dying in a short time. Mrs. j
P.
1 share, and all of Farmington.
The young ladies who had worked
GOING TO WASTE.
TONS
Becker was wounded over one eye
THIS WRIGHT FLYER
so hard to get up the concert are cerC. Mattox is named the New Mexico
and, Fowler who accompanied Becker,
CERTAINLY HAS WHEELS. tainly to be congratulated and the
24.
Huagent.
was shot in the arm. Tognazzini was j San Antonio, Texas, Aug.
trio of fair singers who "voiced" in
are going to
Supreme Court,
the only one of four not wounded. He ndreds of tons of figs
Can Travel on Earth When Aerial sweet notes their appreciation of a
Texas
because
soutlhwest
waste
in
was arrested and charged with mur- The territorial supreme court meregood cause, are to be praised for their
Navigation Becomes Tiresome
preserving plants cannot take care of
der.
Foulois is a "Man Bird."
ly met and adjourned this forenoon,
response to the invitation to
ready
unusual
them.
been
has
The
fig crop
devoting the rest of the day to the
San
assist.
The First Regiment Band al24.
Fort
Antonio,
Texas,
Aug.
ly good this year and moreover the
of opinions several of Saturday night.
discussion
RINGLAND BACK FROM CONso shared honors and Manager Stan-ro- n
Sain Houston's
Wright
government
orchards
has
been
added
of
acreage
Deputy Ranger Edward C. Pulaski
FERENCE WITH GRAVES.
which may be handed down tomorrow.
of the Elks' theater merits apto considerably,
Owing to the fact nyer now has wheels and at a pinch
Cases Nos. 1346 and 1356, the A. T. of Wallace, whose name has been fre
for securing such interesting
used
In
automobile.
an
plause
be
as
may
fruit
cfltinnt
he
transnnrterl
!that
(ho
in Met Chief Forester and Representa
for bravery
& S. F. Railway Company, appellant, quently mentioned
and turning over his house
case
D.
Foulois
Lieut.
pictures
raw
Benjamin
state
in
its
any great distance,
vs. Citizens' Traction and Power Com- fighting fires lies on a cot in a hostive Robert Parsons at Grand
to the delight makers.
now
should
decide
elude
to
the
on
enemy
local
the
growers
depend
one
entirely
in
blinded
eye and severely
Canon, Ariz.
The term "delight makers" sounds
pany, appellee, was set for August 29. pital
market and the oreservine nlants. on terra firma he can do so. Ever
burned on face and on hands. A party
Arrest By Mounted Police.
the
of the appropriate, considering the pleasure
increased their since he asked
While the latter have
permission
.
.
.
.
, i
...
District Forester A. C Ringland
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena ar- of rangers are opening the road from
,
1
all Ssnta Fe derived from last night's
!4
t t
u.v
J..,
111s
me
aieu- iu
two
nai
miem
lasi
years
equip
uuiiug
rested Vicente Trujillo at Rociada, the Bullion mine to Wallace in order was in the city today on his way to iivapacuy
at least 200 per cent, they have been plane with rubber tired wheels, he has concert.
San Miguel county, for horsestealing. that the bodies of eight men who per- Antonito where he has .some forestry unable
The First Regiment Band, in neat,
this season to take up more been obliged to stand for a great deal
to matters to look after. Mr. Ringland
new
Trujillo (has served a term in the pen- ished at the mine may be brought
uniforms, started the music fest
three-fifths
e
josh-Onof the crop.
than about
of
albeit pointed,
Wallace for burial.
has just returned from the Grand
with an appropriate selection, which
itentiary.
in
of
the
matter
fig
is
Fact
of
the
packeries
that
army
largest
ing.
Loss of Life Exaggerated.
Canon, Arizona, where he (had a conwas so well received that an encore
County Institutes.
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 24. Fifty- - ference with Chief Forester Graves. t this country will be erected on the officers, though keeping a straight face had ro be given and Director Ramirez
Four county Institutes close this
Alameda
the
property
coming
as
during
chuckle
have
to
inwardly
per regulations,
per- Mr. Graves accompanied by Repreweek, those of Colfax, San Juan, Tor- four persons are known
and a number of others will be whenever somebody in word or print in i graceful bow, acknowledged the
rance and Otero counties. The fine ished in the forest fires in Idaho, Mon- sentative Robert Parsons of New year
needed in other parts of southwest mentions the aeroplane as the great plaudits of the vast throng of music
record of attendance set by institutes tana and Washington. A government York, made the trip from Utah to the Texas. The
love's.
fig raised piincipally in kill of future wars.
Although they
held earlier was fully maintained, but crew working on the Big Fork of the canon and saw some pretty rough;
Then came a moving picture that
red
or
is
the
these
Magnolia
parts
as
it
been
such
has
have
Coeur
d'Alene
had
river
the best flyers,
lost,
At the canon Mr. Parsons!
was funny and after a short interval
country.
nevertheless, it is anticipated that
is
blue
also
the
fig,
fig
grown.
though
Hamilton and Curtiss, show them that
the demand for qualified teachers will is feared, and some government rang- was met by Mrs. Parsons who re-- : Certain
varieties of the former pro-- i the things really will fly, they are of darkness, the bright lights aners in Montana, brave and resource- cently visited Santa Fe and who rode
be greater than the supply.
nounced the first vocal solo. It was
vide two crops a year, the first one
ful men, are still in the woods, but horseback to Taos.
very pessimistic as to how the by Miss Cheshire who sang "Sing Me
yet
Water Board Adjourns.
I
and
there is no warrant for the reports of Mr. Ringland expected to. have " a reaching the market about June
aeroplane will behave with a shower to Sleep." Miss Cheshire has a voice
The territorial board of water ce
the second about the end of Septem- of
of
loss
lives.
hundreds
of
the
afterwith
the
chief
talk
forester,
shrapnel sizzling around it.
adjourned yesterday
lengthy
that is sweet and well controlled. The
ber.
Washington Free From Fires.
In view of the fact that Lieutenant ease with which she sang was agreenoon without transacting any business
but this was impossible as the chief
24.
Washington may received telegrams from Washington,
Spokane, Aug.
Foulois is still waiting for the con-- ! able to the eye as was her voice to
until' after September 6, at the call
be taken from the list of
chansine- his nlans. Returnine east
of the president of the board.
trivance that is to muffle the motor of the ear, and she was again called bestates Clayton was saved yesterday ,by way of Aibuqurque the chief for-- ,
his machine, there is an inclination at fore the footlights. Miss Brown lent
M
after the flames reached the edge of ester exchanged greetings with Sec-- !
STRANGE FREAK OF
Fort Sam Houston to snicker when sympathetic support as piano aceom- fr.nm tu0 rear plat-- ;
LIGHTNING AT CLOUDCROFT. me town, me new pari wuere six r(.rv riitoh nn
ever the Wright machine, or any other paniste.
persons perished, is out of danger and form of the train.
for that matter, is mentioned as a
There were more pictures, excruIS
Set Bed on Fire on Which Girl Was various small towns mat were ngnt- j "What are you doing out here?"
d
scout or appendix to the intelligence ciatingly funny, and then Miss
won
the victory. The shouted Mr. Hitchcock with a grin.
ing the fires
Sleeping But She Escaped
The explosions of the
of Chicago, sang a cycle
Hanson
department.
fires on the Colville reservation are of
re-Serious Injury.
Just seeing the landscape,"
motor and the buzzing of the pro- - of sweet songs well adapted to the
minor importance.
are
"and
Mr.
what
you
Graves,
plied
voice which she
iH Succeed His
Poller are now loud enough to reveille sweet mezzo-sopranTwenty Suffocated and Charred.
Cloudcroft, N. M., Aug. 24. During
The applause was proa
possesses.
wnoie
army
corps,
24.
The
bodies
Avery, Idaho, Aug.
a severe electric storm Monday night
"On my way to kill bears," replied)
i
Joseph Brown as GovFor this, however, it is not to he in- - longed after each selection, and Miss
witlh another erin seam-- ;
lightning struck the top of a big of twenty employes of the United, the
ferred
that Lieutenant Foulois is not Hanson sang a fourth song which
ernor of Georgia
spruce tree near Charles Stevens' cot- States forest service were found with-- ing his countenance.
coax the best there is in the struck a popular chord. Miss Mary
to
able
tage and, part of the electric charge in a radius oi one mne on eetzer j Mr Rlngland expressed alarm at the
The
"kite."
very fact that he has been McFie accompanied Miss Hanson on
deflecting, went down the stove pipe creek yesterday by searching parties fon,st fires which nave raged for nililinii mil rp nill PT nrCCIT '
in the machine for the piano and showed brilliant execuaround
spinning
LAUht UtrtA
into the room of Miss Wiegant and headed by Deputy Sheriff Charles J.lsnniA davs aml sai, that the fore,t- - bANNUN HUL
six
months
without adding to tion.
the last
straight through the bed on which Sullivan, and Edward Bassett. It is,ers dreaded t0 iook at the monthly
After another "entree" of pictures,
is ample evi- ithe
aerial
pile,
scrap
oe bulletins announcinz deaths auisiin
.
.
.
she was, sleeping.
.
.
expected tuai omer ooaies win
music feast continued, Miss Mary
the
now
aence
to
tie knows
ny. irue,
to the ran
Holes the size of a small pencil found when the trail is opened
The dispatches received 1 w Uld Congressmen Kepudiat- - now that
McFie appearing in the role of vocalbeen
there
have
and
splint
then,
oe
so
more
can
searcners
matwere bored through the blanket and Avery,
tuis fternoon. however, will allav the
ed at Primaries for Their
Miss McFie sang one song after
ers, but splinters are liable to come ist.
neavy mattress and comforts on top sen., out. it, was kuuwu mai. a pan district forester's fears in this re- the
and it was at once clear
Stand.
other,
in the way of even the best manbirds
of the bed, and the bedding was set of forest rangers and guards had been gard '
in even better voice than
was
she
that
exof
the
as witness the performance
on fire. Mrs. Stevens saw a bluish in camp and fighting fires on Setzerj
at
the
concert given at the
outdoor
At anta, Ga., Aug. 24. Hoke Smith, perts. In the meantime his maneuvflame in the girl's room and ran in creek and a nylng column or eight
WILKINSON
It was an artistic and
Elks'
recently.
tourto
the
and extinguished the burning bed men was made up here to seek them
CALL IS DEAD. of Atlanta, probably will be the next ers are a great attraction
for her and she was
triumph
personal
clothes with her bare hands but was The unfortunates had died where they
governor of Georgia. Two of Georgia's ists and visitors o San Antonio. Local compelled to
to two encores.
respond
,
were
in glv-uninjured. When she first saw the fell of suffocation and the bodies
Died of Cerebral Hemorrhage at the oldest congressmen in point of service, publications are most generous
Her
of
"Las
rendition
Palomas", In
L. F. Livingtone and William M. How-- 1 ing space to announcements of the
bed it seemed to be covered with a charred heyond recognition. No trace
at Washwhich she accompanied herself
Hospital
Emergency
giving
'
All
the
thin sheet of blue flame like sulphur. remains of the rangers' camp.
ard, were defeated for renomination flights and whenever one of them on the piano, produced a veritable
ington, D. C
No damage was done to the house and fish in the creek were killed by the
in campaigns in which their alleged ' comes off everybody piles out to see storm of applause.
nobody was hurt, but the shock was heat.
jannon rules iree snow.
As a final selection she sang "The
Washington. D, C, Aug. 24. Cere - , support of the
More Fire Fighters Dead.
felt by all in the surrounding houses
Altnougn me wrignt specmcauous Rosary", and she sang it in a truly
was the lmmediate: at the organization of the House last
bral
hemorrhage
Two
24.
Idaho
cones
Avery,
Aug.
and a shower of chips and pine
Japawinter, was made the principal issue, allow for no wheels for the aeroplane devotional manner.
nese railroad laborers emerged from cause of the death at the emergency These were the most notable results of that type, and consequently
no
fell on the roofs.
's
Miss Marion Bishop was Miss
United
of
former
here
today
A remarkable detail of the young the woods near Avery last severely hospital
attachhas
Lieutenant
Foulois,
Democratic
of
brake,
Flo.-primary.
and well
Wilkinson Call of
yesterday's
Senator
States
piano
accornpaniste
woman's terrifying experience was the burned, and stated that they are the Ida. Senator Call was stricken at his
ed a brake to his machine and found discharged the duty that was given
bending and twisting of two metal only survivors of a party of 12 en- Washfneton home on Saturday. He THIS MINISTER KNOWS
it to be a most useful thing. Directly her, at all times keeping the instruhair pins in her hair as the bolt went gaged in fighting forest fires in an ef-OF ADVERTISING. ne strikes tne grouna now me con ment subservient. Miss Bishop illusVALUE
was
unconscious
became
convey
and
CU1"
through. She was lying not four inch- LVlb
iU t C till. U1UUC11T UL
trivance is set and in tnis manner tree trated the careful training she has
o ed to the hospital where he remained j
nM:o
es from the place where the clean .
be received at the famous Boston Conin
comatose
death
until
state
today.
24.
"Ge It stumps and other obstacles may
Spokane, Wash., Aug.
hole was bored through the bed. Puget Sound railway, the others havBut
the
with
avoided
great
dexterity.
servatory of which she was a pupil
Out O'Doors," followed by the words,
The crash sounded like a bursting ing been burned to death. Four negro
ever in vocal and instrumental music for
Will
the
is:
areoplane
question
bomb.
"Restful, Refreshing Religion, Served
soldiers of Company "G," 25th infan-- '
the past year.
less the sheep men can drive their on the Cool Comfortable, Capacious be an agent of war?
try, who went into the woods to fight
During an intermission former Mayeat
Lawn," is the heading of announceGOVERNOR MILLS WILL
t0tetJthe fire last week and have not since
or Jo'je D. Sena thanked the public
HAS
OUTCAULT
CARTOONIST
for
Calls
More
and
in
Troops.
ments
newspaper
big signs
ADDRESS YOUNG MEN'S CLUB. been heard from, are believed also to
BECOME ORCHARDIST, Jfor the large attendance at the bene
Missoula, Mont, Aug. 24. District placed by officers of the Dean Avenue
have perished.
Wash., Aug. 24. Samuel fit concert.
B. Greely, who for the christian church of Snokane. to at
W.
Forester
Spokane,
Fire Fighters Scarce.
Colonel Prichard and A. B. Renehan
last ten days has been supervising the tract people to a series of popular ser-fir- o Berry of Spokane, who is associated
Will Also Speak to Republicans
Redding, Calif., Aug. 24. Forest'
with R. F. Outcault, cartoonist, and POPE RECEIVES
v.
on th Flathead national
tqo
Tomorrow Night.
fire near Mmerville, Trinity county, f
W. Crewdson, author, in an
Charles
an
libKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
expedi.
lg . here organizing
Brown, who is an advocate of the
.
.
.
has approached to within five and a tion
to take relief to tne Durnea ais- - eral use o printer's ink. Dr. Brown irrigated project near Bridgeport,
Rome,
2. The pope received
Aug.
Mills
r
Governor
ha3 accepted the in half miles and has burned its way into
in private audience a group of
tricts. He said when he left Kalispell, i3 assisted by a choir and a male Wash., where 70,000 one and
today
vitation of the Young Men's Republi a belt of magnificent timber. Every
trees have been planted on 150 Americans
yesterday that ther Is no danger to the quartet. The first Sunday evening old apple
including a delegation
can Club to deliver an address to the
d
man in Lewiston has been town
of land during the last 12 of 50 members of the
acres
1,000
and settlement of that district, service on the lawn of the Bryant
Knights of Coclub tomorrow night at Republican drafted to aid the forest rangers to
added 1,000 acres to his lumbus
has
months,
workare
soldiers
of
Three
heanded
Brown
companies
by Rev.
delegation
where Dr.
gchoc
preached
headquarters. Other speakers include fight the flames. Two other fires are
one on the upon
- holdings there, making it the largest M. J. McGivney, of Middletown, Conn.,
Flathead
on
and
Folthe
and
ing
Fads
Fancies,
popuiar
Colonel George W. Prichard and At- raging in Trinity county, which is Rlaclffoot.
Pacific northViot Viq single orchard in the
reservations. Reneated re- - m
.n
national chaplain of the Knights of
'
"ca' Wis.
west. Planting on this new acreage
torney A. B. Renehan.
.V
settled and there is difficulty
Areelv
In
sparcely
for
bv
are
made
Columbus who presented an address
decided
quests
being
has
open
upon
orThe club will then be formally
congregation
will begin the coming fall, and it is
in securing taen to fight fires.
the avallable soldiers of the northfest.
the rest of the summer. expected to give employment to 60 and an offering to the pope.
meeting8
ganized and Temporary Chairman
Much Roast Mutton.
Governor Norris, of Montana, advised It may be added tnat Dr Brown, who
Charles Fairfield and members of the
men throughout the year. The irriAug. 24. The Greely that more companies of state worlied in a printing office when a
Spokane, Wash.,
committees appointed Monday night
gation system employed to water the CATCHES BALL THROWN
to
the
are hard at work to get a large at- most unpleasant news today came troops will be sent immediately
boy bag converted many of his con-fro- land includes seven miles of flumes FROM WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
Sand Point, Idaho, to the effect Coeur d'Alene district.
tendance at tomorrow night's meetgregation and others to the value of and more than 20 miles of laterals.
Washington, D. C, Aug. .24. Catchthat
fires at the upper edge of(
the
Another Town Destroyed.
He believes that the The pumping plant, taking water from er "Billy' Sullivan of the Chicago
advertising.
ing.
"The need of a young men's Repub- Pend D'Oreille lake were increasing.: Waiiace, Idaho, Aug. 24. J. A. Bay- - ' newspaper is the greatest and best the Columbia river, has a capacity of Americans today repeated the feat of
oa. Independence creek is ap- - , , wno arrived at Wallace today. medium to reach the masses, and in 6,500 gallons a minute,
s
lican club has been recognized in San The-flr- e
of Catcher Charles Street of the Washnow
is the time for the ( proaching Athol which is also threat- - gays that Saitese, Montana, a town of proof of this he points to the crowds which is required to supply moisture ington Americans last year, in catchta Fe and
young men to show that Interest that ened from another direction. Destruc- - 1000 was destroyed by fire yesterday at his meetings at a season when to all the lands during the growing ing a baseball thrown from a window
in season. The first orchard of 1,000 at the top of Washington monument,
will make the club a success," .iaid ( tive fires prevail in the mountains and without the loss of a single life. He many prefer to pass the week-en- d
one of the young Republicans today. there will be much mutton roasted un- - says be saw the fire.
camps and at lake and forest resorts. acres will come Into bearing in 1913. a 'perpendicular drop of 542 feet.
Greenfield,
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Bobolink
ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Established 1856.

Hardly Sleep at Night for
About 11 Months. Used Cuti-cu- ra
Soap and Ointment and
was Completely Cured.

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

ma F. Sa'.azar, formerly of Las Vegas, was married to Lelaud L. Holmes
;u Philadelphia on August 10.
Good Road Washing Out The big
"My mother had a red spot on her
hill at Xogal on which many thouright hand which began to grow worse
sand dollars was spent during the
rapidly. 1 he neighbors said it was a
past year, is reported to be washing
tetter. She cot some
out in places. Carrizozo News.
medicine from a doc- Fire Damages Ice Plant The Crystor, but it did not do
any good. In about
tal Ice plant at Las Vegas was damaga week the tetter be- ed io the extent of $200 yesterday and
gan to break out on
her arm too.
She
only energetic action of the fire de
used five or six differpartments saved the structure from
I
ent
of
liniments
i and kinds
destruction.three different
Nnt:
salvos
Alkinds
cf
Issued
At
Licenses
Marriage
one of these did her a
"WW
buquerque, marriage licenses have
a.
of good. Her hand and arm
been issued to Monica Baca of Sedillo,
oul! burn and itch so much that she
Diild
and Serafin Candelario of Stanley; to
hardly sleep at night. Her hand
as that way for about eleven months,
Juanita Torres and David Maes of Alinally a friend of ours recommended
uticura Soap and Ointment to us.
buquerque.
he bought some
Shoots
immediately and
Dawson Man Accidentally
("gan to use it. She washed her hand
Himself T. C. Hill, general manager
nd arm with Outicura Soap and
arm water.
of the company store at Dawson, ColThen she applied the
uticura Ointment and bandaged her
fax county, shot himself accidentally
and up. The next morning we all
through the arm and neck while on a
lot iced a great improvement.
Before
he had used a half of a box of Ointment
fishing trip.
and a very little Soap her hand was
Sizzling Hot at El Paso According
oinpletely cured. Now her hand is as
to the El Paso Times, street ther..ell as ever. I think Cuticura Soap and
deOintment is the greatest skin remedy
mometers at El Paso indicated 110
ever discovered. C. E. Canady, San
grees in the shade yesterday. It says Leandro, Cal., Mar. 7, 1910."
that the heat was not tempered during
Cuticura Remedies afford the moat economical
real meat for affections of the skin and sculp ot
the night by any breeze.
infants, children and adults. A cake of Cuticura
(25c.l and a box of Cullcura Ointment (50c.)
Sheepherder Drown in Rio Grande Soap
are often sufficient.
Sold throughout the world.
was
Juan Jesus Aguilar, aged 18,
l otter Drue & Chem. Corp., Sole
Props.. Boston,
drowned in the Rio Grande near
free, latest
book, an Authority
id the Treatments Skin and Scalp Affections.
bathwas
Taos county. Aguilar
ing and stepped into a deep hole from
which he could not extricate himself.
From River
Woman Rescued
While working under a nervous strain,
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Mrs. Patrick Suek left tier home at Albuquerque and walked into the Rio
Grande river up to her waist. She
was found after a long search by her X
Denver, Colo., Aug. 24. The
husband who rescued her.
forecast is fair weather in the
New Mexico Climate Did
soutfl portIoilj w!th showers in
discharged patient'? from the Fort
the north portion; tonight and 5 8
Stan'on Sanatorium for Tuberculosis X
Thursday cooler.
passed through here on Thursday for
eastern points. Their discharge paPhone, send or write for prompt depers read 'apparently cured,' and they
The Capital Pharmacy.
livery.
seemed to be." Carrizozo News.
Is It an "Angora" Dog Among the
for
Assault A. E. dog fanciers who have visited
the
Cook, formerly watchman for
the dog pound this week there is much,
Southwestern Railroad Company at speculation as to the ownership of a
Carrizozo, was arrested in El Paso peculiar looking canine that has long
last Saturday by Sheriff Stevens, who black hair and looks like an "Anescorted him back to Carrizozo. Cook gora". He has not yet been licensed
was under a $700 bond for assault and
probably never will be, as the
with a deadly weapon, and his bonds- - j
curfew" rings tonight.
f0g
men becoming suspicious when
he
From 59 to 83 Degrees That was
left the territory, withdrew from his the variation in temperature yesterbond, with the result, stated. While day and the average relative humidity
here Sunday Cook hustled
around, for the day was 50 per cent. The
made new bonds, paid the sheriff his temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning
costs, and returned to El Paso
was CO degrees. Yesterday was partly
cloudy with showers in the distance
New Court
Commissioner "Hon. in the afternoon and at night. A year
George Sena has been appointed U. S. ago today the maximum was 78 and
court commissioner in the place of the minimum 55 with a precipitation
Hon. E. R. Wright, resigned. Mr. of 0.11 of an inch of rain. There were
Sena is one of the most careful and showers and thunderstorms at night.
correct officers engaged in the land j Thought He Was Adam A crazy
business in Isew Mexico. His wide nian was taken from the El Paso
in land office county clerk ta Fe train at Albuquerque yesterday,
and district court work has given him He imagined he was Adam and divest-- a
knowledge of the duties of United ed himself of all his clothing in the
States court commissioner second to Bastile and therefore could not be
no one. in New Mexico." Santa Rosa arraigned in police court as he refus-Sued absolutely to put on a sitch. He
Was Under Influence of Liquor j will be held to determine whether he
Says the Raton Reporter: "S. H is merely drunk or really has lost his
Erooks, a colored porter on No. 2, mind.
Deaths at Albuquerque Mary Muel-- !
arriving here at 12:40 Sunday morning, attempted an assault upon a lady ler, aged 15 years, died at Albuquer-- !
occupying a berth in Pullman car que of typhoid fever. She formerly
on the train between Maxwell and Ra lived at Santa Fe. The funeral of the
ton. The young lady, who was about late Henry Springer a well known
twenty-onyears of age, was en route resident of the territory, took place
for Amazonia, Mo., and was alone. yesterday at Old Albuquerque.
Wil- Her cries for help brought Conductor liani Burton Hagler, aged six months,
Ed Hays instantly to tlhe scene, and died on Monday afternoon near Albu-- ;
the negro was overpowered.
When querque.
Tomas Sanchez, a native
turned over to Night. Marshal Cur- of San
Mateo, aged 80 years, died at
tis at the depot- by the train crew, Ranchos de Atrisco, in the suburbs of
the net-t'vas found to be slightly unThree
three
sons,
Albuquerque.
der the influence 'of liquor."
daughters and 37 grand children survive him.
A laugh, a roar, a scream.
Those
Right prices and right treatment at
funny Mexican actors at Adobe Grand The Capital Pharmacy.
tonight.
Mayor Has More Trouble Mayor
Seligman is a man of many troubles.
How's This?
He also is getting requests for ex
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re change postal cards and the latest is
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- from an Illinois young lady. The
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. mayor is requested to turn the card
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
over to some one who will send an
We, the undersigned, have known F. exchange for it, if he does not care
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes. and be- to do so. He will probably hand is to
lieve him perfectly honorable in all the postal officials who are growing
business transactions and financially accustomed to such requests. "Bobby"
able to carry out any obligations made Stevenson of the postal force is said
to be quite willing to exchange cards,
by his firm.
&
provided no photographs of men are
KINN
WALDING,
MARVIN,
sent as an inducement, as was recentWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
U's Catarrh Cure Is taken Intern ly the case.
Lost $2,000 in Notes Ernest Mahle,
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous nurfaces of the system. oft Fort Davis, Texas, lost $2,000 in
postoffice
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents notes at the Albuquerque
yesterday.
Sold
all
bottle.
by
per
Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con
Souvenirs, free to ladies tonight,
Adobe Grand.
pation.

BOB

25922

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of
every description.

j

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

fO

-

'

inter Grocery Co.
y

1

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

No.C

Teieohon

Incorporated 1903

SE LIGMANBROSCO.

Could

An-toni- a

Pansy

A!

BURNED AND ITCHED

New Paper at Santa Rosa La Es- trella Xueva. is a Democratic campaign paper that has made its appearance at Santa Rosa.
Miss
Married at Philadelphia
Sa lunar, daughter of Mrs. Em-

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Also

HER HAND AND

I

THESE
MUST

-

-

-

-

Don't Delay

BE SOLD

'

SEE FDR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL

Ap

8

8

Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

'

l

i

FOR HALF

PHONE

36

A

THE LEADING

1

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

Diamonds, Watches, Clicks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

pit

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLACK

zlfi

SANTA FE, N, M.

1Q
15

CANON
ROAD

REM

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
daphonkht 130

lOt
l&O

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

PICTURE

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

CITY.

j

j

"

from a,fl

&p
LEASED.

You, will not only be pleased when you buy Hardware "from us,
but afterward.
Our brands of Hardware are known, reliable brands and will stand
hard wear.
When your Hardware wears out come buy your new things from
us. You will get your money's worth and our
personal guarantee
that what you buy will stand the test.

"it's

W?a?dccJS

Hardware

We have it.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

j

j

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

;

Telephone

j

o

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and

U

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN HATS

i

AI T
PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E. Corner of Plaza.

jtJ

-

i

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

I

'-

i

e

1

.

j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

IN THE

-I

i

MULLIGAN &

HOUSE'.

Steam Coal.

CAFIIAL LOAL YAKD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE IISSURAISCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract-H- o
you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now ownv

"Ki

5tle' THE

Catron Block

DIAMONDS

sszr

Right Service

I
j?

SITU

FE ABSTRACT'

Santa Pe, N,

a

KS 4V5
Tel Black 76

M

YONTZ
MANUFACTURER OP

mex,?"j:i"gree

WATCHES

irr.t
Date Method.

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA

FP

.

M.

!

r

it

advantage to trade here. We make
the
f UI
that we sell better goods than any one
else, for we offer vou the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
fln--

n

VmiP Otttti
Pnnrl"
Itistoyour
1UUI UWI1 UOOQ
claim

I "OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"

and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

Phone
213

Zook's Fhairinnacy
"The Store Everybody

Like'

I
1

Vir-sylvi-

21? fS0n,:rgel!s'

ft

f
f
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cietiea to get upon a solvent basis to
become the unanimous wish of those
RAILROADS
CONTROL
most responsible for the soundness
of Santa Fe
From the Experience
in the congress already voluntarily
People.
have readjusted their rates and have
RATE
We are fortunate indeed to be able
built up assets of over $00,000,000 for
to profit by the experience of cur
reserves. The unanimous acceptance
neighbors. The public utterances of
of the proposed bill by the congress
Santa Fe residents on the following
Is Welcomed was announced in a statement which
subject will interest and benefit State Regulation
added: "This congress welcomes the
thousands of our readers. Read this
Interests to Be
by
regulation which has been proposed,
statement. No better proof can be
embodying principles which the Con- Controlled
had.
gress long has advocated and will con-- l
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
vey this knowledge to the Associated
'
Fe, N. M.f says: "I am very grateful
Fraternities with the hope that that,
for the benefit I have received from
body will interpose no obstacle to the
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
I
proposed safeguard to members nuni-- ,
several years I had trouble from my
millions which alone can block
bering
back and kidneys. It was hard for me Fever Hay Fever Patients in Chi- reforms needed."
to do work on account of pains in my
cago Than Usual at This
Political Headquarters in Chicago.
loins and any sudden movement agTime.
Both Republican
and Democratic
was
trouble.
rest
My
gravated my
headquarters for the congressional
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
void the kidney secretions and the
Chicago, 111., Aug. 24 Increased campaigns have been opened in Chipassages were scanty and painful. railroad rates west of Chicago that cago, and from both the outpourings
have begun of the brand of optimism
Public statements given by local peo- will
add many millions to the revwhich political campaigns always creple who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
with benefit, induced me to try them. enues of the railroads at the expense ate in quantities to suit. SimultanI found relief at once and by the time of the consuming public in western eously the messenger boys rushed out
I had used one box, my back was free states but with favors to Chicago, this of Suite 1:514 in the congress with
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- is
the program said to be accepted by Democratic dope and out of the Au
mal and I feel better in every way.
the controlling factors of the ship- - ditorium hotel headquarters of RepubI have great faith in the curative
licanism with Republican dope which
pers' committee which is ostensibly on
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
had a remarkable
comparison
For sale by all dealers. Price 5U fighting the rate increase. By agree- similarity.
Both
victory
predicted
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo, ment which will benefit rates to Chi- great and overwhelming. "Democratdisto
add
cost
but
the
of
cago
goods
New York, isole agents for the Unittributed from Chicago the great dem- ic prospects never looked better," said
ed States.
Chairman
Lloyd with Democratic
Remember the name Doan's and onstration against the railroad rate ardor. The he added:
"Condition
advance has been quietly hushed up,
take no other.
this is accepted now as the situation. were never better or more hopeful
Western jobbing and shipping inter- than at present. Few dissensions are
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
heard of within the Democratic ranks
Connection made with Automobile ests seem likely to find their guns
and a reunited harmonized party will
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. spiked when they are ready for bat- be seen
working out victories in th
Ros-wetle.
When the Chicago Association of
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
state in the union the
fall.
In
every
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- Commerce took over the Traffic Club
are
Democrats
stronger tln.n tln-m.
was
3:30
Automobile leaves it
well at
p.
agreed that the control of rail- were two
with the possible
ago,
years
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m, road traffic affairs of the association
where local
of
Tennessee,
I
exception
6
m.
The should be retained by certain large
and arrives at Vaughn at p.
off
color.
The Repubconditions
are
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance importing and merchandising inter-i- s
$5.80 and between Torrance and ests which had maintained the Traffic lican party is split from coast to coast
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- - club before. Therefore when the and this is going to help the Democrats immensely."
Then hear what
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
shippers declared war on the rate ad- across in G. O. P.
vance and joined forces with the Chi- - Secretary Hayward, '
Souvenirs, free to ladies tonight, cag0 forces the control of the whole quarters had to say: They talk about
sPHt ,nvthe RePUcan VW. but
Adobe Grand.
situation by railroad influences be- - the
1 tel1
'
ou tnere 18 no sPht In some
came nossible. Presently the loud out- sections of the country the people
If you are In need ol anything, try iv. o omio j
,
agaiugi,
& New Mexican Want Ad.
hushed and now the outcome is """"
111
thought to be so well arranged that
railroad securities have risen in New servatives, and each section will pick
wants and will send
York and Chicago markets and cheer-jfu- l out the men it
them
But they will all
to
Congress.
optimism prevails in the councils
will stand toand
be
Republicans
of railway presidents. President E. P.
measures and
on
the
big
party
Ripley has written letters urging that gether
the
will
platform."
party
support
:the name of J. V. Farwell, Jr., chairHay Fever Exodus.
the traffic committee of the i
of
hasket leaves- Mondav Tuesdaviman
.
"
fever exodus through ChiThe
hay
Association of Commerce be recom
to
and
the
upper lakes and Georgian
Returns Thursday
Friday.! mended to President Taft as a proper cago
for some good reason is
tbis
year
bay
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop representative of shipping interests a reduced and subnormal exodus for
IVirS. C KJ. DliUIVn AL'BUl
hay fever is less. Whether the unUniform Bill of Insurance.
drouth of the season has done
State regulation welcomed instead usual
Phone No. 23 Red
or
recent rains or the comet or
the
it
nf AnnrtEoit hv "ho tnterpsta in Vf tpp.
volcano
of a Japanese
the
activity
ulated, this is a situation which has,
fever
fewer
are
there
passengers
hay
developed in affairs of fraternal insur- for Mackinac
th stfamoers
HACK
ance societies, the action of the Na-'o- n
itional Fraternal Congress in endors-:dProm be
t the haJ feJer clonie are g
ling a proposed uniform bill of insur-- !
as they have done for years
lance
mg
away
BARRANCA TO TAOS
commissioners having disciosed
A trace of disappointment instead of
Antario.
facts
;markabie
Meets Both North South jhave
to be noted in he voices of
shown that the amounts collect--! hay 'ever
some
exclain: "Someway . I
as
they
Bounds Trains.
i"
ea Dy many societies were uul cuuubu
w
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot to pay the expenses and the death""
REAPING BENEFIT.
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

The Democrats of Bernahilo county
their convention today at Albuquerque.
held

I

Three

of the nine delegates who
represent San Miguel county t
the constitutional convention will he
Or. J. M. Cunningham, Harry W. Kelly and S. B. Davis, Jr., of East Las
will

A committee
of Commercial Club
members was today soliciting funds
among local businessmen for the
"support of the Democratic ticket and
the initiative and referendum.
They
'net with rather a cool response all
along the line.

At the primaries at Magdalena, Socorro county, the Republicans named
Jose y Aragon, Lorenzo Garcia, Jack
1'oss and Ben Beagle as delegates to
the county convention at Socorro. The
u
Democrats selected Luis McRae,
Baca, Flavio Vigil, Dr. M.
McCreary and William Borrodaile.
At

The Republicans at Roy, Mora county, have split on account of their municipal squabble. The bolting convention named the folowing as delegates
Leandro
to the county convention:
Archuleta, Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Francisco
Sanchez y Medina, F. H. Fester, Ig- nacio Maestas, J. D. Medina, Aniceto
Arinidad
Gomez, Juan A.
A. S. Buschkevitz,
Guadalupe
Garcia, Frank MacDonald, Juan Na
varro, James Proctor and Thomas

bod

PlillPATPrl

$5.00

all-wa-

!

KERR'S

is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the

popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, 0E LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

& HTCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and P'ridays
All work is guaranteed; yoci
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
FHONB RED 122.

PHONE RED

$Si?iffl&i''
tablet called Dr. snoops aeaaacne Taoiet
coaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circa.
lation.
If yon have a headache. It's blood pressure.
If it's painful per'ods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
That surely is at
congestion blood pressure.
certainty, for Sr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
20
in
minutes, and the tablets limply distribute
it
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't it get red, and
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It's con.
gestion, blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
b always. It's simply Common Sense.
Wa sell at 25 cent, and cheerfully recommend

122.

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS

CO.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico
bVethId

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fiOWM

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOAROlNG and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 5th.
BROTHER EDWARD President

Express forwarder
.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER!;.
Pvftble Tnroagtnut the United States. Caaada. M?xico
icid all

Foreign Csuntnea

K&MITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

MORE

ESTATE CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 560.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
LARGE
AND
SMALL

CHINKS TO
BE DEPORTED.

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 24. That
some Chinamen will do almost any
thing to gain admission into this
country is amply demonstrated by a
new ruse employed by them in their
attempts to cross over from Mexico.
The average Celestial thinks more of
his queue or "pig tail" than anything
of them
else mundane, but thirty-twhirsute
this
sacrificed
had
caught
LOCAL FANS EXPECT
just
LOTS OF FUN. ornament in order to disguise them
the
However,
selves as Mexicans.
not to mention their
Are Preparing for Interesting Game Mongol slit-eyignorance of the language of Castille
Sunday With Dan Padilla's
as spoken in Mexico, revealed their
Mighty Cohorts.
identity to the immigration officers. It
Dan Padilla will bring his team to is thought, though, that a number of
watchSanta Fe Suiday to try to recover the : them succeeded in eluding the
Mexicans
authorities.
of
ful
the
eye
laurels recently lost in the Duke City,
or the Mayas,
but Manager Mackie, of the Peerless, of southern Mexico,
have
Aztec
or
extraction
more
less
of
says that Dan will not even do so well
a great deal in comphysiognomically
is
tryhere as he did Sunday. Mackie
mon with the Chinese. With the skin
ing to have Dan come up for Saturday rouged up a little, a knowledge of
is
too
and
it very
afternoon and Sunday
Spanish and the Mexican dress it
likely that Santa Fe fans will have the , would be extremely hard to detect
chance of seeing two exciting games a
good many.
here on next Saturday and Sunday. If
Those caught by the immigration
Dan does come up Saturday, Ed officers will be taken to San FrancisSafford will pitch the Saturday game j co for deportation.
and Joe Galgano will be pitted against
Weeks for the big show on Sunday
afternoon when Mackie expects the en
tire town to turn out to see the bat-i
tie.
here
team
her
send
will
Las Vegas
for the following Sunday and Monday, j
Vegas has a fairly good team and as
they were lucky enough to beat the
Peerless team early in the season,
thinks that the feat can be accomplished again. At any rate the games will
be played here and every one will
have an opportunity to compare the
two teams.
Practice stunts will be the program
billed for the entire week on the college campus. Everyone who is interested is invited to come out and look
the bunch over.

CHAS. CLOSSON

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL

RANCHES,

PLAZA BARBER

PAIN

Express

farts of the World.

All

county constitutional
campaign holds some very
interesting coincidences. The oldest
and the youngest of all the aspiring
candidates in the county before the
nominations were made are on the
The mayor of
Democratic ticket.
Clovis is on the Republican ticket the
mayor of Texico on the Democratic
ticket. One candidate is a college
man. and one is a soldier. None ot
them are wealthy, yet none of them
are day laborers. Only one has been
actively engaged in politics in earlier
years." The Clovis News.

,

FARE

Gompeny

TO

"The Curry

membership

0 17 A ViPPTl

General

delegate

small
of includes but a comparatively
'I number of the "hays" and the total
0
travel never was so great. Vacations
way. Good covered hack and good believe their rates were high enough
;
that any higher ones would be too,a,c "
'''
teams.
as
ucliJ
have
refused
to.1.""""11 reservations of boat -statehigh and naturally
witness
Tto.ln.g- d.cxa.ato Xalce Pi3 consent to
larger assessments. Conse- rooms and
eaxxgrox Com.forta."bla.
sleeping car berths days
quently the active steps of the Insur-- and even weeks
ahead. New lines of
aown me urne auu LU ou
steamers
rates
of
bring about readjustment
r
makes an
have been welcomed by the National Lawrence this year
to
Montreal,
Fraternal Congress and it only re-- j ter route from Chicago
mains for the Associated Fraternities j enc
line.,.re1I"c0
n fnr the nrnnnBAd 10 nmgiauu a uovei possimui,.
n A
AmW
SHOP measure
and
Edward
George to
Royal
to compel delinquent so- - Royal
Bristol now hold the Canadian records
for speed across the Atlantic. NotFor i9 years the only
withstanding the heat and dust the
first class tonsorial parlor
trains east and west, north and even
in Santa Fe.
south from Chicago are crowded and
halotarl lranatinnicta ora ltinvincr for
OUR NEW PITCH
Pata fn tTiA hpirt Twin unvivhArn. Tina It flMMk f
Is
lake and mountain, seashore and farm
pressure-noth- ing
tain
is
blood
congestion,
pain
TREATMENT
even or hurried tril,s to Euroi,e- -

the

$e!ls Fargo

The Roy Republicans sent the following delegates to the county convention of Mora: Elmer Evans, Sam
uel Bland, C. C. Harper, Vidal C. Mar
tinez, C. E. Munsey, O. H. Kerns, J.
Vicente
L. Swain. Clem Williams,
Gomez, Charles Kidd, William Hill, T.
J. Cress, F. S. Brown, Roy S. Wood
and R. A. Pendleton. The Democrats
to
named the following delegation
their convention: J. R. Melton, E. F.
Ivey, V. W. Sturgis, Louis Branch and
Adolfo Montoya.
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Superintendent.
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in. However,
tuqmw Of1ot !qo
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Mc-Grat-
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Lu-cer-

For Best Laundry Work

onv Atha

anl Illustrated catalogue

address.

Ar-tesi- a,

LAUNDRY

Vi

Flnlay
For particulars

the Democratic primaries Satur-

day in Eddy county, C. R. Brice, of
Carlsbad, and M. P. Skeen, of
were elected delegates to the
Brice has
constitutional convention.
250
over his opponent, Woodwell.
Sween received almost the entire vote,
about. 1300. There is no Republican
ticket.

j

at. 7 n. m.
Tmi mil no aliAvtA

A

Jus-tinian-

i

Tans

ed and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Bamliton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Vegas.

j

""

ll' i"?0,?

Si

lican Club on Monday evening and
was tendered an ovation.
He spoke
at Raton last evening.

ll

LIKE'

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing youDg
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Val!ey the garden
spot of the West ul an e'evatlot of ?,700
feet above 9ea level, s'lushlne everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during sessloD.
Eleven Officersjand Instructors, all graduates from standard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

.ludge E. A. Mann, of Albuquerque, made a forcible and convincing
address before the Las Vegas Repub-

!

!

WOOuY'S

New Mexico Military Institute

PASTURES

POLITICAL

j

MIL

THREE.

'

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

RANCHES,
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

o

e,

Particular care is taken that no

out-

fit leaves
THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
STABLE
unless it Is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy
running:. Drivers snick and span.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

when apparently "run to seed" a little
we equally benefited by our renovation treatment. We put an entirely
new appearance on them, giving each
garment a freshness that suggests the
original appearance when brand new.
We are prompt and careful with our
work and guarantee to all partons perfect satisfaction as well as, contentment with the low prices charged.

;

WILLIAMS
310

Julius Muralter, Tailor

4 KISIHG

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139

Ret

Cor.

Palace and Washington Avenue.

'

,

Faultless
in every detail.

A laugh, a roar, a scream. Those
funny Mexican actors at Adobe Grand

tonight.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational

Uh

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..
of the Southwest
A. Jtt. BERGERE,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. U is sent
erculatMi
and
growing
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
ive people .or the Southwest.
and
progress
the
intelligent
mong
ls, tf

'UNlOlif

C.
v. j. AHt'l- -

sentiments known and get delegates
AN UNDISPUTED AUTHORITY.
j
with them. I
elected in sympathy
There is a sense of security' in find- would
exhort
every citizen
urge and
ing one's own opinions fortified by the of our state to attend the primaries
of impartial men of of his
This is the beginning

expressions

science and leaders of public opinion.
The New Mexican, is therefore pleased to quote from Dr. Jacob Gould
Schurman, the famous president of
Cornell University, an endorsement of
the various arguments it has put forth
of late against an unlimited initiative
and referendum. In fact, he quotes
the very examples of ancient governments gone wrong on the subject
that the New Mexican and Judge E.
A. Mann, used in arguments weeks
ago, "and gives qualified approval of
such strictly limited form of initiative
and referendum as has been given by
the Republican legislatures of this
commonwealth in the herd law, in the
school bond and school tax rate questions, in municipal extensions, in
local option, in municipal improvement district matters and various other phases of local self government afand
fecting a limited constituency,
constia
in
enactment
no
which need
tution.. In speaking of the arguments
of Doctor Schurman, the New York
Sun says:
"Mr. Schurman spoke first of the
direct government of the Greeks and
Romans, which he said 'led in Greece
to destruction and in Rome to despotism. The salvation of both might
have been found in the adoption of
representative government.'
"He passed then to discussing the
the
agitation for direct government in and
'zealous
raised
by
United States
enthusiastic agitators ignorant alike
of the theory of government and the
teachings of history and selfish and
any
dangerous demagogues ready for
into
throw
power
will
that
change
their own hands.'
"Mr. Schurman continued:
" The history of the republics of
conthe ancient world demonstrates
clusively that government by the peoadminisple directly, legislation and
tration by the people themselves (and
not by representatives elected by the
to despotism
peop'e), is the sure way
ThP safety of our
incountry lies in its representative
people
the
reason
why
stitutions. The
can't take the place of their own repand adresentatives in legislation
far too
are
there
that
is
ministration
too
many
many people to act and far
this
for
affairs
and too complicated
multitudinous population to attend to.
In America, as in Rome, the end
busiwould be a paralysis of public
the
demagogue
which
ness from
would emerge a dictator or despot.
or a
The sure way to breed a Caesar abrois to
soil
American
on
Napoleon
of repregate the American system
sentative government.'
ex"Mr. Schurman said the Oregon
because next
failure
a
was
periment
to
fall the voters will be called upon
onwhich
e
measures
thirty-onvote on
has time
ly a parliamentary assembly
of.
to
dispose
and opportunity
"Then Mr. Schurman said:
'"Direct government by the people
in which
is possible only for localities
to
numerous
too
not
the people are
come together. The town meeting is
popthe natural organ of such directlocaliother
When
ular government.
ties are concerned, and especially
when the state as a whole is involved,
direct government is impossible;or
government by selected delegates
absolutely
becomes

representatives
indispensable.'
"What is true of the people of the
state as a whole is true of that large
which
portion or moiety of them
The
party
forms a political party.

nf a town or village or dis
be transacttrict of moderate size may members
of
local
the
ed directly by
make
also
the party, and they may
offices.
direct nominations for local or the
But when the party business
y.

'

nominations concern the state

party
be reas a whole the matter must
conor
assembly
ferred to a general
electvention composed of delegates
their
ed by members of the party in
for
.example,
If,
localities.
several
nominations for state offices were
lomade by the people directly each
own
its
have
cality would naturally
concert
favorites, there would be no
be conwould
of action and the result
fusion.
"The historic American system of
for delibparty conventions provides
of

eration, conference and concert maaction. It is true that under the
boss
lign influence of an intrenched
' the
sentiit may at times outrage
and localities.
ments of individuals
But this evil would be reduced or
even averted If the party members in
their respective localities would attend the local primaries, make their

County conventions remain to be
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
held in Bernalillo, Sandoval, Socorro,
Valencia and San Miguel counties. In
five counties. Otero, Lincoln, Sierra,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- Rio Arriba and Socorro, there will be
no contests
agreement of bo Mi parPAUL A. F. WALTER
ties. In two counties, Eddy and San
Attorney-at-Labe
no
contests
be
wiH
doval, there
New Mexico
cause the Republicans in the former Santa Fe,
will
in
the
Democrats
the
latter,
and
Chas. R. Easley.
not nominate tickets. These seven Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
counties wil send to the constitutionEASLEY & EASLEY,
al convention 13 Republicans and 10
Attorneys at Law.
Democrats. In the counties of Grant,
Luna, Chaves, Roosevelt, Curry, San
. C. ABBOTT
.luan and Quay, the Republicans will
Attorney-at-La6
Democrats
and
the
probably elect
Practice 'n the District and Su
In
1",
the remaining
candidates.
will
elect
the
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
counties,
Republicans
ail their candidates, but
conceding; attention given to all business.
6
there 'Santa Fe,
New Mexice
the Democrats
delegates,
would still remain a more than two- CATRON & CATRON
thirds majority for the Republicans'
The Democrats, Attorneys and Counsel!ors-at-iain the convention.
Office:
Catron Block
would not even have thirty delegates:
but for the fair mindedness of the Santa Fe,
New Mexice
Republicans in Socorro, Otero, Lin-- ;
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
coin, Sierra and Rio Arriba counties
where Democrats were given places
w
Atto rn ey
although those counties would have
Practice in the District Courts as
been solidly Republican on election well as before the Supreme Court of
day. But a strong minority will not the territory.
be altogether an evil, especially since Las Cruces.
New Mexice
most of the Democrats nominated are
of the Conservative type and not in
EDWARD C. WADE
sympathy with the radical elements
Attorney-at-Laof the party.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
;
A rather1 significant item in the El
Probate Court and before the U. S.
C.
Paso Herald says that mayor-elec- t
General and U. S. Land
Surveyor
Democratic
E. Kelley, who is also the
Offices.
loss of the city, has given orders to Las Cruces New Mexico
the purchasing department of the city
to buy no more supplies from his drug
RENEHAN
DAVIES
store. The Herald states the surpris- A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlet
ing fact that the city purchases annuAttorneys-at-Laally from $2,500 to $3,000 worth of supPractice in the Supreme and Dls
plies from that stored In other words, trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
the municipality of El Paso expends specialty. Office in Cacron Block.
as much for drugs as the city of Santa Santa Fe
New Mexice
Fe spends for water and light; or to
El
amount
that
put it differently, the
G. W. PRICHARD
Paso has been spending at the drug
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
store of its Democratic political boss,
Practice in all the District Courts
is equal to one half of the revenue and
gives special attention to cases
from direct taxation of the city of before the Territorial
Supreme Court.
Santa Fe. The mere mention of these Office: Laughlin Blk Santa
Fe, N. M
of
this
facts should set the tax payers
city to pondering.
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-LaA Democratic
leader, high, very
c.on-and Land Law.
;
Mining
his
party,
high, in the counsels of
New Mexico
in Taos
fided to a friend recently while
inito
he
is
j
Santa Fe, that
opposed
C. W. G. WARD
jtiative, referendum and recall; that)'
Territorial District Attorney
he knew them to be impractical but
that he advocated them because the Fo, San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Democrats needed an issue to attract Las Vegas,
attention, an issue that would divert
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
the minds of the voters from the real
Bonds and Investments
purpose and problems. "A can of
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
dynamite intelligently exploded," he
and Judicial District of New Mexico.
said, "will get more headlines
editorial comment, than all the rai'-- i Eastern and local bank references.
road trains of the country carrying all Las Cruces
New Mexico
j the
products of the farm and factory
to market." This explains why the
R. W. WITTMAN
dyna-- !
Democrats are playing with
Draftsman
mite.
Copies furnished of records on file
in the IT. S. Surveyo1 General's Office
- - Eddy county Democrats have nomi- Santa Fe,
New Mexice
nated Hon. C. R. Brice of Carlsbad,
and Dr. P. M. Skeen of Artesia, for
PROBERT & COMPANY
Both
the constitutional convention.
Investments
are conservatives and will vote with
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
the Republicans on all important propMoney Loaned for Investors.
ositions.
It is unlikely, therefore,
We have for sale general stocks of
that the Republicans will put up a
ticket in this overwhelmingly Demo- Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
cratic county. Mr. Brice, wiho is an other Business Opportunities throughefficient railroad attorney and won out Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
laurels in the last legislative assemNew Mexico.
bly, will be the minority leader in Taos,
the constitutional convention and will
JOHN K. STAUFFER
work with the majority on all nonNotary Public
partisan propositions, just as he did
Office with the New Mexican Printin the last legislative House.
ing Company.
New Mexico
To the conscientious
voter, who Santa Fe,
really believes in the socialistic docm
-- "
pwtuiiiM..iiL)iwuLijiiLiiiyiwL7wwmBWBwaai!j
trines set forth in the Democratic dec Vimi1iTi
laration of principles, the New Mexi- y
can wouia advise to vote for the socialistic candidates. The Socialists
are sincere and consistent in advocating these measures, for their honest
intention is to destroy the executive,
Mm K
legislative and judiciary as they exist
at present, to overthrow the representative form of government. With the
Democratic leaders, however, the advocacy of these measures is only expediency which they hope will help
them ride into office.

party.
and end of all party reforms. This is
the point which should be constantly
emphasized... The members, of a party
have its destiny and doings in their
own hands. If others usurp their functions it is only because they neglect
them.
"After discussing and rejecting the
ideas of nomination by petition and
nominations by party committee, Mr.
Schurman ended by saying:
" ' Direct primary nominations for
local offices are possible and even desirable in towns and villages and othpeople
er limited districts where
know one' another. They may be made
at genera meetings of voters. These
nominations are very different from
nomination by petition or committee
for state officers. For nominating to
state offices no organ has been devised superior to the historic American party convention."

ADVERTISE.
The success of last evening's entertainment at the Elks' makes a good
story with a moral. Many merchants
think that advertising does not pay,
that it is money thrown away, and
their goods will be sold any way. The
entire success of the show last evening was due to newspaper advertising
as there was not a line of any other
kind of advertising put out, no hand
bills, posters or anything of the sort.
Nor can the success be laid to the
excause, for though the cause was
known
have
cellent, the people would
nothing about it but for the advertising. The attractions were very good,
and in this there is also a moral, if
a merchant has good goods, at good
reasonprices, and by that we mean
able prices, and will let the people
know it, the result cannot help being

...
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PALED,

f resident,

jJ. B.

1

BEAD, Cashier.

MIKE, issistatt

FRISK

L, 1. HUGHES,

IIP

Cashier.
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OF SANTA FE.

Tho Oldest Hanking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

2
5
p
.?

2

personal and coflatcra: security. Buys and sells bonJs and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and dls
domestic and for;in exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any motley transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits .at the ra,te of three
per cet per annum, on six' months' .or years', tune. Liberal
advances made on consignments .of livestock anj products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aim. to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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PALACE HOTEL

w

'

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine and
Table Service
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Jr00S

AMERICAN AND

JWiM

J. E. LACOME

Commodious

j

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS

....

THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE RKST,

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 6 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not have to

,

wait.

Serving

Ourincreasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

o

GROCERS

EUROPE

A.N

PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the flneBt & best CAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service,

n

-

the

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

....

....

'

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

'

satisfactory.
It takes constant advertising, the
impressing firmly upon the people's
minds, what you have to offer so that
when need comes for anything in your
line, vour name will at once be asso
ciated with that want.
If the manufacturers of gum, an article selling for one cent, can afford
to pay from three to six thousand dollars for a page advertisement in a
magazine, in order to impress their
particular brand upon the people's
minds, how can any merchant say advertising does not pay?
All the best business men, the keenest minds of the age, who have anything to offer to the people, advertise.
Not just now and then, a little advertising, but every day and every year
they are talking to the people through
the papers.
The small merchant, who does not
advertise, will go along for years in a
rut, never getting out of it, never increasing: his business, but remaining
at a standstill. It takes the aggressive
and progressive merchant to get the
business in these days of competition.
The moral is: Advertise Advertise
Advertise and keep everlastingly at it.
way, but syste
Not in a
maticallyoffering good goods at
right prices and living up to the letter of your advertising.
Get the people to watching for your
advertisements get them into the
The Republican majority of the
habit of going to your store and the constitutional convention will favor
size of the town will not be a limit to a sane,
constitution. It
to
will not insist on any proposition
your success.
which the Democratic minority can
The Democratic organ at Albuquer- object. In fact, it is unlikely that any
que holds out small comfort to the clause which the minority as a body
Democrats of Santa Fe county for it opposes will be written into the funsays editorially: "Thomas B. Catron, damental law. This is conceding
who wants no 'hybrid, nondescript more than a Democratic
majority
it
constitution' in his that is, no initia- would. In fact, the Democrats,
will they had the power, would write theii
tive and referendum provisions
represent the Republicans of Santa "isms" a!l over the fundamental law.
Fe county in the constitutional convention." "The Republican caucus of
If there is any real demand there-- '
the party in the territory is going to fore, the Republican majority of the
be dominated by men like Catron." constitutional convention, may not be
What stronger arguments can be pre- averse to submitting a properly safesented to the people of Santa Fe coun- guarded initiative and referendum
ty, than to urge them to elect men to proposition to the people separately.
the constitutional convention, who The Republican objection to those
will be leaders instead of mere "me features lies in the danger of confustoo" statesmen?
ing them with the constitutional issues proper and thus forcing upon the
Three important papers in Union people an "ism'they do not want, or
county have changed ownership late- defeating the. Entire constitution and
ly and in each case for the better. with it statehood.
'
The Des Moines Swastika, which came
dangerously near being socialistic unThe Albuquerque Morning Journal
der its former editor, is now safe and
is
frantically calling for Mr. Bursura
none
the less interesting
sane, and
for that wholesome
change. The to come to Albuquerque and help. Yet,
Clayton Citizen is growing to be one only a short time ago, the Journal,
of the best weekly papers of the tried to make Its readers believe that
southwest, and the Amistad Tribune-Heral- Mr. Bursum Is of no consequence ana
If the RepubIs one of the neatest and most should efface himself.
for neighborhood lican party In Bernalillo county is not
complete papers
news that comes to the New Mex- in fighting trim, no one Is to blame
ican's exchange table.
but the Journal and Its friends.hap-hazar- d

R.
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Postofflco.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
25
carrier
week
by
Daily per
Weekly, pei year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
3 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1910.

11

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

I

.

'

WM. GREGG Prop.
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THIS WEEK

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain acd Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Qoods, Embroideries and Laces,

If you like good floffee then
you will surely be charmed

with.

'CHASE

AND

SANBORNS

SEAL BRAND"
a distinctive, SatisIt has flavor
mellow

is

ALL GOES AT (WE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

rich,
fying fine
the result of
and
scientific, careful blending
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best plantations.

it
Santa Fe Agents.

;

& COMPANY

PHONE 2ft

CO
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OFT DQiniiS
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H. S. KAUNE

LOOK AT OUR:
SHOW WINDOW

J

TcfepbfMtetfS5tirihm
yow orders

ehvered

e
thirsty as soKAtfeing
cool Mid Inrtting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE
FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINLRAL WATERS.

MWvtg

snjrgested

1

SANTA
L AH
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FE BOTTLING WORKS.

from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
imnrm -immr.1
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ARE YOU GfilN' FISHIN' IVR SPOBTiAN?

Attorney F. M. Crezen, of El Paso,
:s at the Palace.
E. Clark, a merchant of Alcalde,

j

i;,"W';

i

,

i

i

Use the

"BEI3TCH

came to the city yesterday.
C. (.'. Gross, a fountain pen sales- man cf New York, is at the Palace.
Frank Bond, a merchant of Espa- nola, is visiting friends in the city,
Internal Revenue Collector Henry P.
Bardshar was at Las Vegas yesterday.
L. H. Darby, the well known candy
salesman of Denver, is calling on the

;

p
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T-.J- SS

A LITTLE aN7A3YmJth

NO BNK:ACCOUNT?

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that $200 and' the Interest,
that chain would reach from New
...
will let it.
.

Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
'
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

CO.

Assistant Superintendent

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINSIN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

of

WATSON & COMPANY

i

FRUIT JARS

$150

-

Furniture Co.

j

tx

j

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS

'CREAM

THE CAPITAL

P H

ARMAC

MILK

DAY
arid

NIGHT

5-

COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTFD Wl'iH HIM
T W1LL He
your
ADVANTAGE.

r, His lime is Yours

to

--

ci

,-

Oar Line is all new and complete in every;
i 4n
,ni offprtt m ant rf rile I fafdAr:
A

1

1

and more complete, th&n ever.
X1"--'
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
.

Insur

Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGilvray who
have been visiting Mrs. McGilvray's
See our attractive list before buying.
parents, General and Mrs. Charles F.
Easley, will leave for their Estancia
home tomorrow morning.
C- Miss Stultz, of Albuquerque, a forSanta Fe, New Mexico
mer patient of St. Vincent's Sanitarium, after a prolonged absence, has
119 San Francisco St.
returned to Santa Fe and is again reg- J5d"SS?S',"S'p0..7 Phone, Bed B o. 189
istered at the Sanitarium.
J. F. Clarke, of Chama, a popular
Denver and Rio Grande engineer, is in
the city for a few days. Mr. Clarke
'viewed the many sights in Santa Fe
today and was very much impressed.
Mr. and Mrs. Mauger, of AlbuquerExceptional Bargains at the dozen
who have been guests for some
que,
$1.00 $1.25 and
months at St. Vincent's, will leave
'
for their home in the Duke City tomor1$
row. They have made many friends
WILSON RANGES AT COST
during their stay here.
Mrs. Sargent, mother of W. G.
J&
who has been at St. Vincent's
Sargent,
TKMT OOTS OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
Sanitarium for the past few days, ac- FURNITURE HOUSE FURNISHING.
companied by her sister, Mrs. M.
Akers-Wagne- r
Horn, of Tierra Amarilla, will leave
tonight or tomorrow for Denver, Colo.,
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS:
where she will enter St. Joseph's hospital for medical treatment.
Miss Mary Linville, of Edina, Mo.,
who has been visiting Mrs. Edward
Sargent, of Chama, an old school
1$ c
'
mate, has arrived in Santa Fe. Miss
vacation
her
Linville spends part of
each year at Chama and has always
had a desire to visit the Ancient City.
She has visited the many points of
interest and speaks in the highest
terms of the sights.
Mrs. Hull, who is in Santa Fe with
her daughters, Mrs. W. H. Pope and
the Misses Pope, received a telegram
from her brother, Hon. Hoke Smith,
of the interior, and
j former secretary
former governor of Georgia, that he
had won in the primaries held in
Georgia yesterday for the governorYOUR BUILDING
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
ship, the contestant of Mr. Smith being the present governor, Joseph
will be ma'e more satisfactory In ap or the most Tamous
physician will Brown. Chief Justice W. H. Pope was
pearance and In the matter of dura- be of no avail if the medicine ordered at one time a law partner of Hoke
is not exactly as it should be.
Smith at Atlanta, Ga.
bility if you use
There will be quite an exodus to
THE DRUGGIST
Rito de los Frijoles this week. Dr.
LUMBER
the
MUST WORK
Charles F. Lummis and daughter of
bought of us. Do you know anything in perfect harmony with the doctor Los Angeles, Hon. Frank Springer of
L. Hewett
about our prices? If not, you've a sur- and Ihe has an equal responsibility. Las Vegas, and Dr. Edgar
TerriWe compound prescriptions with ab- went yesterday. Tomorrow,
prise In store. Let U3 figure on your solute accuracy and
faithfulness. torial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa and
next building.
Have yours put up here so as to be two daughters will be bound for the
same place. OnFriday, Judge,. John
absolutely sure they are right.
R McFie and daughters, Judge Ira A.
Abbott and Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F.
Walter "will trek for the Rito. On
Dr. J. A. Massie, Bronson
Saturday,
Y
Cutting, Judge and Mrs. Mechem are
planning to make fihe trip.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
"Some curiosity was expressed last
week at the, arrivel here of a lady who
&
desired to spend a night at the Pueblo,
I'D: New Mexrca..
Telephone ro 140 Red
Printing Com- sleeping In the home of one of the Inpany has on hand a large supply of dians.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Mark Campbell secured it for
pads and tablets suitable for school her and her wish was gratified of
work, the desk, and also for lawyers spending a night in a genuine Indian
If you want anything on eartn-- try
fir) merchants: good everywhere.
We home of the ancient style of building
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. now represented by the Pueblos alone.
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take nn thf kaar Walfnn Fp.vpt.

Notice our

"fM

Windows
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SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

the city yesterday.

'HoTises and Furnished Rooms for Rent.

-

.

7

ance Peter M .Lienau has gone to Al-- .
buquerque on a business trip.
L. Bradford Prince is
home from Tierra Amarilla where he
attended the Republican county convention.
Oscar C. Snow, member of the territorial board of water commissioners
a? d who owns the largest acreage of
alfalfa in the Mesilla valley, was in

SURETY BONDS

FRUIT JARS
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REAL ESTATE
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Lawrence F. Lee, a well known
young man of Albuquerque, is a Santa Fe visitor.
Mrs. .. A. Rolls and children are
visiting at Valmoia, near Wairous,
Mora county.
Mr. and Mrs. Amerlco Digneo have
'
returned from Denver where they
spent their honeymoon.
Miss Luella Fiske left this morning
for Moriany, Torrance county where
she is a homesteader.
Arthur C. Ringland, district forester,
arrived in the city yesterday and left
this morning for Antonito.
j

INSURANCE

x

mm

T. R. Bothwell, of the New Mexico
Central, is back from a fishing trip on
the Pecos.
are
Mrs. J. A. Rolls and children
visiting at Valmora. near Watrous,

t

1

1

neea
1
..
tackle, and a few othe
supplies Wt've got 'cm all, cvi jlhir
that vou need. Just call at cur stcre and
he vill be glad to
talk to OUR MAN WHO
tell you the best bait, the right fiie,':and fnylhirg else
you wish to know.

for Trout.

Mora county.

If 200 TEARS AGO one of your
at per cent compound Interest and
each dollar bill were a link in a chain,
York to San Franciaoo: .: .,'
Money .grows in .our, .bank jf. you

r m

trace.

I

1
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The lady proved to be Mrs. Herbert
Parsons, wife of Congressman Parsons, of New York, and daughter of
the noted banker, Henry Clews, who
went from here to Arizona. Mrs. Parsons has enjoyed her trip through
New Mexico very much and was enthusiastic about the territory." Taos
Valley News .

Everything in Hardware.

OUR GRANDMOTHERS
KNITTED HOSIERY THAT WA-- COMFORTABLE.
AND WHY? 'BECAUSE THEY STARTED
AT THE TOE AND KNIT ROUND AFTER
ROUND, NARROWING AT THE ANKLE, TURNING THE HEEL, WIDENING THE
A FASHIONED HO-5WITHOUT A 5EAM.
OTHER FASHIONED HOSIERY IS SEWED To
PRE-SETo SHAPE IT,
SHAPE, SOME
BUT ALL CAU-SDISCOMFORT AND KNOTTY
LEG-MAKI- NG

Souvenirs, free
Adobe Grand.

to ladies'

tonight,

MARKETJtEPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 24. Call money 1
1
Prime paper 5
New York, Aug. 24. Amalgamated
fil-8- ;
Atchison 9S; New York Central
1.--4

SEAM-S.
BUR-SO-

AS GRANDMOTHER DID,

HO-SIER-

AT THE TOE.

BUROM

Southern Pacif111; Reading 139
ic 1121-2- ;
Steel 681-2- ; pfd. 115
New York, Aug. 24. Lead
quiet
440450; spelter firm 536 545; Silver
52

IS
THE

GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS
Chicago, 111., Aug. 24 Wheat Sept.
103.
98
Dec. 102
Corn Sept. 601-2- ; Dec. 58.
Dec. 3G
Oats Sept. 34
Jan.
Pork Sept. 21.15(521.171-2- ;
1820
Lard Sept. 11.90; Jan. 10.471-2- .
Ribs Sept. 12.15; Jan. 9.60.
WOOL MARKET
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 24. Wool,
and western mediquiet; territory
fine mediums, 17
ums, 1823
20; fine, 1417.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 24. Cattle

Every night at Adobe Grand,

Mexi-

can, Opera.

KNITTING,

WITHOUT A SEAM
I N
PERMANENT

7--

Receipts, 11,000, including 1,000
southerns; market, steady to strong.
southern
Native sters $4.758.25;
cows
steers $4.005.25; southern
$3.25
and
stockers
feeders
$2.606.75;
6.25; bulls $3.003.90; cauves S4
8; western steers $4.507.25; western
cows $2.754.75.
Receipts, 6000; market,
Sheep
strong. Muttons $4.004.60; lambs $6
6.85; fed wethers and yearlings $4
X5.75;; fed western ewes $3.504.50.

HOSIERY
FASHIONED IN

STYLE AND FIT. IT
IS THEONE STOCKING THAT IS AL-

WAYS

COMFORT-ABLE-TH-

HUGS

THE FOOT, ANKLE
AND CALF - THAT
NEVER WRINKLES,

STRETCHES
SHRINKS.

IT IS THE ONLY
STOCKING THAT IS
KNIT TO CORRECT
SHAPE BY MACHINERY.

popular prices 25c. 35c. 50c, and 6oc,
WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

The best assortment in all our lines

doctors who do
dreds of
not' fear to recommend a worthy medicine even though it is advertised.
fair-minde- d

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.

CL&REJD08

POULTRY

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGOS every day

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White vV'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

24 Hour Electric S ervice

We ae Agents

OR

at The Capital Pharmacy.

Prescribed by Doctors.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, an honest, tried and true remedy for feminine ills, holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures
of any similar remedy, and is prescribed and recommended
by hun-

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

SJSST Call

AT

Operation

c
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BEGGED HIS FRIENDS TO
END HIS SUFFERING.

Ml 4

St, Louis Rockj

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

AIM CURE

N. M.

Held for Eight Hours in a Torment
August 15, 1910.
.Forest Reserve.
03857 Not Coal..
of Hell, Fireman Frank Good
Notice is hereby given that Emery
Faced Death.
S. is a real cure for Contagious Blood Poison' because it is a real blood C. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on
S.
S.
to
accounts
that
various
Owing
We all realize that this disease is a specific blood 'infection of the mos'; August 26, 1904, made homestead enhave been circulated of the sad acci-- ' purifier.
the virus of which so thoroughly poisons the corpuscles of the
nature,
powerful
dent that befell Fireman Frank Good, circulation
'its symptoms are manifested over almost the entire body. Firs'; try (Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
that
NW.
E
SW.
NW.
m ine Leuvt.i uiu ruu vnauue ran- - conie3 a tiny sore or pimple, then the mouth and throat ulcerate, tne gianas in
SW.
Section
11,
wash-Township 17 N.,
on
the body,
load, in the wreck caused by a
the groin swell, the hair begins to fall out, skin diseases break out
i Read Down)
out Sunday a week ago, between sores and ulcers appear, and even the bones ache with rheumatic pains. It is Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
In effect March 1st 1910
(Read Up)
Santa Fe and Espanola, the New Mex- reasonable to believe that in a blood poison so powerful as this that only a filed notice of intention to make final
1
2
22
20
1S
STATIONS
21
Miles
purifier can have any permanent good effect. S. S. S. is the greatest of all five year proof, to establish claim to
ican
publishes the following account blood
Lv lies Moines, N. M...Ar
5 00
0
7 30
blood
it goes into the circulation and by thoroughly cleansing the bloc-'- ' the land above described, before Regpurifiers;
from the Antonito, Colo., Ledger:
16
f 4 15
f 8 20
Capulin
of the insidious virus makes a permanent and lasting cure
of
every
particle
4
05
f
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
20
f 8 35
Vigil
"Last Sunday evening shortly be- Contagious Blood Poison. It does not hide or cover
f 3 45
25
f 8 50
up the disease in the system on the 13th
Thompson
day of October, 1910.
8
31
fore
o'clock train Xo. 425 on the but it entirely removes the last trace of its destructive germs. If you are suff 3 25
f 9 10
I'unnir.Kham
2 55
42
9 35
Ar Olifton House N. M .. Lv'
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonito and Santa Fe line went into fering with this disease S. S. S. will cure you because it will cleanse your blood
10 00
2 30
3 55
0
Ar 12 00
il.v
Raton, N. M
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
g
a washout with results more horrify- and enrich its
corpuscles. S. S. S. is made entirely of healing,
7
2 50
4 12
9 40
IAr. Clifton House, N. M..Lv 11 37
so absolutely safe and certain Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Marmedicine
is
a
and
and
roots,
herbs
barks,
cleansing
ever
42
4 12
witnessed
than
Lv.. Olifton House N'M.Ar 11 37
ing
by
anything
11 20
4 30
48
SPreston
the oldest men on the Fourth division. in its results, that everyone may cure themselves at home, and be assured the tin, all of Pecos, N. M.
4 50
Lv 11 00
Ar ....u.-- r
will be permanent and lasting. Home Treatment book containing much
55
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ivuruiwijuililiuu
5 10
10 40
j.
Jack Law, engineer, and Frank Good, cure
valuable information for successful treatment, sent free to all who write.
2
10 51
5 00
Koehler.
Register.
firemen, rode the engine and the train
CO.,
SPECIFIC
GA.
THE SWIFT
ATLANTA,
68
U0 10
:Colfax
lis 50
was under Frank Edminsten, conduc
9 42
76
Oerrososo
6 08
9 25
82
Every night at Adobe Grand, Mexi- Lv
11
Ar
6 35
Cimarron
tor, and P. T. Haley, brakeman. A heavy
8 55
82
Ar
Lv
00
Cimarron
an
Opera.
mine
one
now
250
of
and
anu
washouts
rain had made several
general Sugarite
opening
population
being
47
86
Nash
n os
ti
9 the train crew had been compelled to store and a cross-road- s
made at a point 1,200 feet west of the
f8 37
88
Harlan
the
n is
postoffice,
8 20
94
35
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv
Ar
block up one bridge with ties. After mail being brought in by pony ex- old entry, from which many a ton
RATEHNAL SOCIETIES.
of first class domestic coal has been
the difficulty they passed on press.
IPonnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M . ai 6:15 p. m, repairing
two
the
taken
A
during
past
years.
pushing a gondola car with ties ahead "In those days none of us believed
Utonnects with PL P. & S. W Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
SSiaae for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
ot the engine at a very low speed feel-i- ihat Spokane would ever have more big chute is also being constructed
MASONIC.
O. AS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
their
NORTH BOUND:
way, as it were. Conductor than 5,000 population," said Mrs. Bel- at a large expense, which will run
No. 1. 4.48 a. in,
No, 8. 10.44 a. 111.'
Montezuma Lodge No
Edminsten and Brakeman Haley sat knap, "and not even the most enthu- from the opening, high above the
No,
No. 7.6 19 p.m.
p, m.;
&
&.
S.
S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O,
at
on the front end of the tie car watch siastic 'booster' dreamed there would roadway, to the wagon dump 200 feet
Track connection with A. T.
Ry.
1, A. F. & A. M. Regbelow. The new opening will lead to
Des Moines hi. P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
communication
ular
ing for washouts and Engineer Law one day be a citv of 123,000. But it
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
the same vein of coal that was mined
M.
of eac)
first
half out the cab window on the hns all come about in 31 years
and Red Lakes, N.
Monday
hung
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N, M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
from the old opening, the new level
month a Masonic ha.
alert and watching tor signals from
Baldy Black Lakes. Cerro, Klizabethtcwn. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
being run because of a large dyke oi
m.
at 7.30
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
the conductor.
Suddenly the engine
Souvenirs, free to ladies tonight, roll which was struck in the old
natly. fKlag, tDaily except Sunday
H. H. DORMAN,
and tank dropped into a narrow
Grand.
Adobe
mine. As soon as these preliminary
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
fifteen feet in depth, as deep as
Acting Master.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
operations are completed, the com ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Superintendent,
doubled
When
and
its
width,
up.
they
pany will haul coal to Raton by wag
Raton, N. f
.Raton, N. M.
Ratn. N. M.
felt the shock the conductor and
on to supply the local demand. During
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
to
brakeman both jumped
safety and
the winter at least 35 teams and men
R. A. M.
he
when Engineer Law recovered
Regular conwill be constantly used in transport
vocation
second
Palace.
disMonday of
found himself standing at a safe
each month at Masonio
Oscar C. Snow, Mesilla Park; F. M. ing the coal.
tance from the wreck uninjured he
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
does not remember what he did or Crezen, El Paso; C. O. Gross, New
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
how he reached safety. Poor Frank York City; E. F. Grant, Denver;
AlE.
ARTHUR
Frank
SELIGMAN,
Clark,
Bond,
Good who was just turning on the
Secretary.
Espanola;
injector was caught between the calde; A. C. Ringland, Forestry ServSanta Fe Commander y No.
boiler and tank. The handle of the ice.
HOW THEY STAND.
Claire.
1, is.. 1. iteguiar conclave
was
his
hand
driven
through
injector
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
i, M fourth Monday in each
Robert Gibson, El Paso; J. F.
and held him fast and his feet were
National League.
mouth at Masonic Hall at
Douglas, and all Points in New
caught in a mass of coal and thus he Clarke, Chama- L. H. Darby, Denver;
Won. Lost Per Ct
7:30 p. m.
W.
Searle,
was pinned against the boiler where A. S. Tipin, Trinidad; J.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
74
35
.679
Chicago
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
he literally cooked as long as heat re Roswell; J. H. Thorn, Trinidad; G. A.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
66
42
.611
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Pittsburg
mained in the boiler. Escaping steam Will, St. Louis; W. F. Martin, Willard, New York
62
45
.579
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
also burned his body. The other men
Gregg's.
55
55
.500
Philadelphia
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
A.
Lawrence F. Lee, Albuquerque;
wrapped their coats about his head
55
57
Cincinnati
.491 14th degree.
&
Ancient and Accepted
Mrs.
M.
Las
Vegas;
Hammond,
and protected his face and head from
66
44
.400
Scottish
Brooklyn
Rite
of
Free Masonry meet!
the steam. All efforts to liberate the Thomas Doran, Clovis; John R. Gass, St. Louis
68
44
.393 on the third Monday of each month
Denver.
C.
S.
Hubbard,
man from the living hell were futile Albuquerque;
73
41
Boston
.360 at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Coronado.
and he remained conscious to his fearMasonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
R.
H.
H.
Smith,
J.
Bullock, Pecos,
ful suffering until an engine could
Scottish Rite Masons are corAmerican
Visiting
League.
reach him from Antonito which was Alcalde; K. M. Nugent, Venus.
Won Lost Per Ct dially invited to attend.
about eight hours. A physician was
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
78
34
.696
Philadelphia . .
on the train and another soon arrived
Venerable Master.
Boston
48
66
.579
For Rates and full information address
from Espanola and although they ad64
50
Detroit .
.562 HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32:
MINING
MIMES
ministered sufficient chloroform to en64
New York
50
.562
Secretary.
danger his life the drug had no effect.
Cleveland
62
50
.446
to
A.
He repeatedly begged his friends
B. P. O. E.
50
65
.435
Washington
end his suffering. He finally came to
Socorro Mines Development e&t Chicago
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
El Paso Texas.
45
66
.406
realize that he probably could not posid west in the lower levels continues St. Louis
34
76
.309 holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
sibly survive and called Conductor in the same good grade milling ore,
Edminsten whom he advised as to his 600 drift east still holding its width
month. Visiting brothers are invited
Western League.
A. J. FISCHER,
bank deposit and charged with mes- of over....20 feet - at the Socorro mines,
and welcome.
Won
Lost
Per
Ct
........
,
'U
.1
IT
lT
yjiir. uivu&aim luwus tvcic SiOUX City
Exalted Ruler.
sages to his parents, relatives and iuugunuii. r.43
81
.653 J. D. SENA,
friends and his fiance, Miss Hazel Rid- milled during last week of a reported Denver
Secretary.
73
48
.604
per ion. tne new Lincoln
dle, daughter of Engineer G. A. Rid- - average 01
50
70
.583
die. He advised that he desired to be filter is working smoothly in har- Wichita
Knights of Pythias.
65
S7
.533
A
with
the
entire
Santa
Fe.
plant.
large Omaha
Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
buried by the Masons and then plead- mony
57
65
.467
3d
ed that his end might be hurried with consignment of bullion is being made. St.
67
53
.442 Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and
Joseph
Deadwood Mines Sundry freight
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
chloroform. Soon after the arrival of
Tuesdays
53
71
Des Moines
.427
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitthe engine from Antonito the unfor-- ' and lumber for the mill are being de Topeka
87
36
.293
livered
Deadwood
mines
the
at
daily
ing Knight's invited to attend.
tunate man was released and started
A
employ--e- d
at
is
Mogollon.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
gang
large
rock
A
a
coach.
toward this place in
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
in grading and erecting necessary
JOHN K. STAUFFBR. K. R. 8
slide on Embudo hill delayed the return several hours and Good lapsed buildings for the plant. Survey is
National League.
for the pipe line which will
into the great beyond as the train under way
at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn
tne
to
mill
CHEAP ROUND
water
deliver
by gravity'
neared Servilleta, The remains were from tfhe
Boston at Chicago.
two
miles
some
up
spring
) taken
to Alamosa where they were
New York at St Louis.
the gulch. An underground crew is
prepared for burial and held until the drifting in good ore on the 4th level
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
arrival of his parents from Arkansas, and sinking of the shaft continues.
when the remains will be taken to Del
TO ALL POINTS VIA
American League.
The Oaks Company Work contin
Norte by special train for burial.
ues on the Tunnel Group at Mogollon.
Chicago at Washington.
"Frank Good was considered one of
St. Louis at Boston.
Mogollons Gold and Copper Co.
ICO
the best young men on the Fourth dl-- i Stockholders meeting will be held in
Detroit at New York.
vision. He was thrifty and indtfs-- i Cooney on August 29th.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
trious and highly respected. Within a
Effective June 2nd. 1910
Enterprise Mining Co. 'Sinking is
Miss
have
would
taken
few
he
weeks
on
GAMES.
YESTERDAY'S
the
level
5th
the
mm
progress below
Liberal T.imitn and Stonovers
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
Hazel Riddle, of Santa Fe, as his the Enterprise properties at Mogollon.
wife."
A winze is also being put down in
National League.
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
I
Philadelphia 6; Pittsburg 2.
. ; ore from the second level.
.... . l
a 1.1
I
-njiivery uigui
ati. auoue
Victorio Mountains W. L. Bradley; Cincinnati 5; Brooklyn 1.
vxianu, aiexiTICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
BOSTON
$77.95
can Opera.
of Deming, is opening up new mines! Chicago 3; Boston 2.
c,TY OFF,c& m
-in the Victorio range of mountains
CHICAGO
St. Louis 4; New York 1.
$50.35
NOT ILL A DAY
of Deming, a mile west of ttiisj
north
BLDCL
EIGHTY-THREDETROIT
IN
YEARS big shaft. The Bradley mines are lo-- i
$60.35
American League.
that
24. Mrs cated in the same mountain
0.
Wash.,
1;
Aug.
Spokane,
Washington
Chicago
Union
Or
Depot.
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
Boston 13; St. Louis 11.
Catherine Belknap, sole survivor of yielded the Victorio mine owners
New York 3; Detroit 2.
the Watts wagon train party, which something like $4,000,000.
KANSAS CITY
$35.35
Big Iron Deposit What is believed
crossed the plains from. Iowa to Ore
Philadelphia 2; Cleveland 1.
of
one
to
be
of
the
ST LOUIS
largest deposits
$44.35
gon in 1848 and oldest pioneer wo
man in the northwest, celebrated the iron in the southwest has been disWestern League.
NEW YORK
$75.15
Omaha 3; Wichita 1.
90th anniversary of her birthday at covered by excavation made through
An-chMai
of
the
B.
J.
French
Pais
by
1.
Des
Moines 2; St. Joseph
the home of her grandson, Walter Bel
12 Hour
Lincoln county. When down beLincoln 5; Topeka 2.
knap, 2323 East Providence avenue, tween
a
and forty feet in shaft,
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
Sioux City 10, 6; Denver 6, 2.
Spokane, a few days ago. She is In located thirty
near the Gran Quivira at the
to
health
reach
the
and
expects
good
BETWEEN
head of the Mai
iron ore has
Pacific Coast League.
century mark. She has not experienc- been encountered Pais,
to a
which
assays
Sacramento 4; Vernon 2.
ed a day's sickness in 83 years.
of ore
good value. And the
Los Angeles 0; Oakland 1.
Mrs. Belknap is a native of Ohio, seems to be unlimited. body claims
AND
&
San Francisco 1; Portland 6.
born August 15, 1820. When 19 years have been staked in the Many
unvicinity
of age, she married George Belknap der the
placer law. George Spence
American Association.
and moved to VanBuren county, Iowa, of Carrizozo has been on the ground
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
St. Paul 8, 5; Columbus 4, 6.
then a territory, where she and her and reports the strike as an unusual
Kansas City 3, 4; Louisville 5, 2.
husband joined the Watts tarty. The one. E. Fox of the Jicarilla district
a. m. Daily.
1910
Minneapolis 0; Indianapolis 4.
train, which was composed of 40 wag i3 also prospecting in the vicinity and
For information regarding freight
Milwaukee 3; Toledo 2.
ons, started for Oregon, in which believes the find to be a good one.
A SOLID WEEK OF RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
territory the government then offered The tlheory is that the hot lava from
and passenger rates etc. call
'a half section of land to every set- the volcano from whence the Mai Pais Mobile Southern League. 3.
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
7, 0; Chattanooga 1,
(tier. The Belknaps settled 100 miles come retained the iron until near the
at city office, Laughlin Block
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
Birmingham 8; Atlanta 3 .
south of Oregon City, living there 30 last on account of its superior weight
'
0.
New Orleans 4; Memphis
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
or Phone 145.
and the deposit near the crater is thus
years.
'
Montgomery 2; Nashville 4.
The trip across the plains was accounted for.
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
fraught with danger and troops of sol- - j Colfax County Coal Mine The
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
diers were assigned to guard the eml- - Swastika Fuel Company has had "a A laugh, a roar, a scream. Those
L. H. GIBSON,
EYERY SPECIES OF SEW AND INSTRDCTIYE
grants from attack by hostile Indians, j force of thirty men busy construct- funny Mexican actors at Adobe Grand
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were exchanged daily, but few were
injured. When the party reached the
Oregon border the party divided, 20
of the wagons crossing the Cascade
mountains and there again divided, 10
wagons going through to a point 100
miles south of Oregon City.
Mr. and Mrs. Belknap moved to
Washington territory in 1879, and set-- ;
tied in the Palouse country, 40 miles
south of Spokane, which then had a
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PAGE SEVEN.
THANATOPSIS.
(By William Cullen Bryant.)
To him who in her visible
forms,
holds
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
Communion with her visible forms,
on Way to Socorro With Him
she speaks
Personal Items From
A various language;
for his gayr
Demlng.
hours
Sin has a voice of gladness, and a
"U nttmKnigfliw taiiewt) .m aiisjaiiBgno-ny,:- '
Deming, X. M., Aug. 24 H. A.
"Did you have a good time?" asked
smile
va
saittl IliratSiail
of Dazey, X. D., has bought the the bookkeeper.
StanilteSi, ats ibey
And eloquence of beauty, and she
"MiKtarfi
aiteiir
ilu
tfie;
'disnss
desert claim of Lee O. Lester, one
gnnltell
The young woman stenographer
glides
mile west of Deming, and will shortly dropped her heavy suitcase. Having pi aim off Use; siiiinirsr ailifls. SCHnSish
Uaimftmtr was Into his darker musings, with a mild
mas?
amS
mcuiimr
a
A
of
same.
the
the
development
begin
assured herself that the manager had
water right under tne Wamel ditch not yet reached the office that morn- fcjitmj Van smitei it!, jtoasanc; Sirrr him. And healing sympathy, that steals
a way
suite wfilinfgji toa3-SBftwas transferred with the place. Mr. ing, she turned upon the bookkeeper 'VtSi toi&irrtLiins;
Their
atufeill
Bimtlhrtt.
sharpness, ere he is aware.
Gallegly will put down a big well, so a severe countenance.
When thoughts
"Ms is am andeflsstfitg; smuty,,'" tvjiSipA
as no to be entirely dependent upon
"You are the most tactless man I
Of iln last bitter hour come like a
know," she declared. "Did you ever Praajfiiittt. "TTuxfugai J sftuuiTdl aiKnffly .
the ditch for water for irrigation.
jaiHfitt Snuii(!rB!rji3Km' aa JTs tsacfa-b.blight
A thirty horse power motor was hear of any one having a good time
IT
Over thy spirit, and sad images
"is ft missAL
substituted for the twenty horse pow- at anybody's wedding?"
""C&l tore jinn? Esa ait Jt 5aans7
Of the stern agony, and shroud and
The bookkeeper shook his head.
er motor at the Young plant when it
S tm& 6tt apj aBiMiitt ire:
yars s&th. And pall,
was found that the smaller motor was "That's the point of my subtle joke,"
iiivathless darkness, and the narhe
said.
handle
to
not of sufficient strength
""Of
row
house.
cw'jv&e
sou
that
irt avian
"Well, It sounded to me like an orthe water. With the big motor, the
Make
Is
one
tliee
ot
bat
shudder, and grow sick at
pbrenofcgy
foolish
I
of
am
a
department
little
dinary
question.
well tested one thousand gallons
e.
heart
water per minute, and a long enough peevish, I think, for I am trying to phjrsiogioiaT. TJjq figure, tea
the habits ot th man as
Oo forth, under the open sky, and list
run was made to demonstrate that the count up how much the wedding cost
me."
say. by his c'aihes, his neat- To Nature's teachings, while from all
well is permanently of that capacity.
"I thought you liked to spend ness or the lack ot it and so on, ail
around
J. A. Hickman, manager of the Bick-fortanst be taken into account in forming r.urin anil ner waters, aua uie (lepujs
ranch up the Mimbres, fell from money."
"I do, when I have some chance of ft Judgment of character."
of air
a wagon and broke two ribs. He is
"I quite agree with you," said Comes a still voice Yet a few days,
getting a fair return for it. But what
in Deming now for treatment.
Standish. "To a certain extent these
and thee
R. C. Ely went to Albuquerque last pleasure do I get out of this? Not appearances may
guide one in making The
Sun shall see no
any."
on
business.
night
an estimate. And yet mistakes are
more
on
went
the
"First,"
Nastenographer, likely to occur."
Prank Coon, cashier of the First
In all his course; nor yet in the cold
passed bitterly "I had to forfeit a day's saltional bank of Lordsburg,
"For
said Bartlett "Give
Instance,"
for
a
ary
substitute
ground,
stenographer; us
through here last night en route from then, in order to catch the
your reading of that big fellow Where
six
o'clock
thy pale form was laid, with
business
on
a
Silver City to El Paso
train I had to hire a taxicab. Next I playing pool at the second table."
many tears,
trip.
"Well," said Standish, "to begin Nor in the embrace of ocean, shall
had to say good-bto six perfectly
Mr. H. T. Dugger, recently night
most
like
he
is
with,
large men,
laay,
good dollars for my railroad ticket.
exist
operator for the Santa Fe at Deming,
"When I reached the town my thirteen- lacks ambition, sleeps a good deal, is Thy image. Earth, that nourished
Crawhas been relieved by Operator
sort of muttonhead. His wit is slow
-year-old
pushed me into b
thee, shall claim
ford of Dincon. Mr. Dugger has gone A Pfth an if T wa-r-nephew
He's a
a hQff nf moal Tlior. and his perceptions are dull.
Thy
growth, to be resolved to earth
a
new
to San Marcial for
assignment j fce dlsappeared bashfully into the dark- - heavy eater a glutton, 1 might say.
again,
a
i
He's
uur
poor money getter, because
jew
new, leaving me alone in the cab
too stupid to be shrewd. On the And, lost each human trace, surrendlast night.
with a
young man who he's
ering up
H. G. Bush made a short business was going to tne same pace An the other hand, that thick neck and those
Thine individual being, shalt thou go
trip to El Paso Saturday, returning romances folnded on the girl and the heavy eyebrows denote temper and To mix for ever with the elements,
Sunday.
jnan meeting on the way to the house brutishness. I think he beats his To be a brother to the insensible
Owing to the fact that many fami-- ' party flashed through my mind and I wife!"
rock
lies are coming in from the mines began to think that perhaps the wed-an- d
"Humph!"
Bartlett,
ejaculated
ranches to send the children to ding wouldn't be such a bore, after dubiously. "How about the young fel- And to the sluggish clod, which the
rude swain
low he's playing with?"
school, there is a scarcity of dwellings all."
"Sort of a saphead. Low brow and Turns with his share, and treads upon.
j
"I didn't know before that you were
in Deming.
the oak
W. B. King left today for a visit to so dependent on a mere man for your cigarette indicative of deficiency in
and
his old home in Danville, Va.
happiness," said the bookkeeper. Intelligence. Judge from occasional re- Shall send his roots abroad,
mould.
which
marks
float
"You
pierce
this
are
thy
he's
that
mounted
about
the
way
territorial
always bragging
John Collier,
a little shy on good breeding. Snob- Yet not to thy eternal restmg-placpoliceman, arrived here today, having good times at your club."
bish and conceited air shows him to Shalt thou retire alone, nor couldst
"A
in
is
a
be
club
affair
to
in custody William Day, alleged
girls'
jolly
thou wish
of the robbers who held up the ' self," explained the stenographer, "but be a cad. Tastes probably coarse and
Thou shalt
to
he's
more magnificent.
son
the
Couch
a
church
likely
or
play
sociable
a
prodigal
needs
wedding
Mogollon stage recently when the
on
in
life.
He
later
like
a
be
eome
may
lie
down
foreign element for example,
driver Dominguez was killed. Mr. Day j
cat better than he looks but With patriarchs of the infant world
was bom in the vicinitv of the rob- - Bn interesting man to make It en- - pinged
I should classify him as small potadurable."
with kings,
with the
bery and s
toes
few in the hill. Wonder how The powerful of the earth the wise,
and
'And
this
man?"
particular
country around there. Day will be
"His name was Smith. His wife and pear I've hit iL Do you know them?"
the good,
taken to Socorro immediately where
Bartlett winced and looked Eome-wh- Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages
his small son were waiting for him at
his hearing will be had.
embarrassed, as be said:
past,
John Brown, of Lordsburg, is in the house."
am
on speaking terms with them. All in one mighty sepulchre. The
"I
mur"Love's
dream
blasted!"
young
Deming today on business.
and his
They are my brother-in-lahills
Mrs. Leota Gadburry went to El mured the bookkeeper.
my
Rock-ribbeBon,
nephew."
and ancient as the Sun
"I
one
had
of
said
stroke
the
luck,"
Paso today.
Standish laughed heartily. "WelL I
"The house was so full
the vales
ptenographer.
be-- ,
of relatives that I had to go to a did put my foot in It that time. But Stretching in pensive quietness
Every night at Adobe Grand, Mexi- I
know."
coarse
of
didn't
I
to sleep.
tween ;
thought how
j neighbor's
can Opera.
j
"Of course not," said Bartlett, ap- The venerable woods-riverthat move
lovely It was that I would not have to
wn L fent.E IN UNITED STATES. ' get up at seven o'clock in order to get parently ruffled by Standish's amuse-toen-t" In majesty, and the complaining
ule omce on ume- They called me
brooks
Ran Antnnln Texas An. 24. The
"To be sure," said Standish, "the That make the meadows green; and
sl o'clock.
longest fence in the world .and the pt "After breakfast I
helped make all tendencies, as plainly indicated by the
poured round all
queerest artificial boundary establish- harla orirl than T.
IroJ ,u. ...
intrt facts of physiognomy may be modified
oUCu
Oceans' gray and melancholy
ed between two countries anywhere "
Old
or me iiDrary ana Degan by what one might call the accidents
waste
will be in the near future separate cue corner
to read a book.
Unfortunately, my of education and all that; so one's Are but the solemn decorations all
the United States and Mexico. Ac- brother-in-lasaw me and my repose- judgment may be at fault"
Mexico
a
in
the
to
cording
Of the great, tomb of man. The gold-- !
dispatch
ful attitude seemed to irritate him, for
"I don't think you need apologise,"
en Sun,
t0 get UP aDd dUSt a P1C" paid Bartlett "If I feel any annoyof
feet has been drawn up between the
The
planets, all the infinite host
ance I've brought it on myself."
two governments and the fence will,
Heaven,
wag selfish of
shirk
"Would you say that my inferences
be built m the very near future. It
Are shining on the sad adobes of
man don.t
knQw
Young
were
improperly drawn ?" asked Standwill be constructed of stout posts, one Qf the
,
Jn
death,
Hfe
fg
greategt lessong
concrete, and five to learn onea Qwn reBponsibility and ish.
possibly
of ages. All
still
the
apse
(Through
"Oh, I guess not Ah, 1 see there
barbed wire. In let other
strand, steer-tigh- t
tread
alone?
The
that
caterers
people's
are ladies present"
all places where the United States were there tQ cater. thfj decora,
The globe, are but a handful to the
"Where?"
fence
owns
the
land
the
government
were tnere tQ decorate; the bride and
tribes
will be set up 20 meters or about 60 the bridesmaids were In the hands of
"Over there talking to Sanderson."
slumber in its bosom. Take the
That
By the way, old
"Oh, yes! That's
yards to the north of the true boun-- the hairdresser. I think it was nice
wings
dary line and where the ground is of me not to g0 ashing around yelling man, do you know them?"
Barcan
the
'Of morning,
piece
owned individually the fence will 'isn't there something I can do?'
to
"No," said Bartlett; "strangers
wilderness,
stand on the exact border. Mounted
me."
"i got even with my brother-in-law- ,
Or lose thyself in the continuous
Mexican rurales will patrol the fence however. All of his personal property
said
"I was about to ask you,"
woods
on the south and United States rang- - that was downstairs I carried up, and Standish, quickly, "to let me hear
rolls the Oregon, and hears no
Where
ers will do the same on the north.
anything I found of his upstairs I took your analysis of character from outsound,
The immediate purpose of tine fence downstairs. They will have to clean ward appearances. You're an expert
the dead
is to prevent cattle from the two house again before he finds his things, and I should like to learn. Here's a Save his own dashings yet
are there;
"Of course we had a stand-ucountries from straying onto foreign
lunch chance. How about them?"
And millions in those solitudes, since
soil. It will also be useful in the pre- - in the butler's pantry and my suit
a
little
with
Bartlett
"Well," replied
first
vention of infectious diseases among will have to go to the cleaner's,
faugh, brightening up, "I rather flatter The
flight of years began, have laid
"Two hours later the wedding march myself on my success in deciphering
cattle, especially the tick. However,
them down
the fence will have usefulness in oth- - began. Then the procession came in, lovely woman by the rules of our scier directions. It will render smug- - everybody counting four on each foot ence.
;In their last sleep the dead reign
were
of
out
and
all
there alone.
well
of
illicit
case
and
a
the
wishing
they
is
went
"this
he
immigration
gling
on,
"Now,"
Chinese and others into this country the whole business. Then during the Of mother and daughter. The resem- So shalt thou rest, and what if thou
withdraw
more difficult than they are now. j ceremony there were some unostenta-Abou- t blance is very striking. Mother rather
no
1,000 miles of fence will have ' tious tears shed. The man who wrote dowdy. She has a poor dressmaker, In silence from the living, and
to be erected.
friend
('Merrily the Wedding Bells' certainly denoting false economy in the matter
had a wonderful imagination.
Next of expenditures.
Probably she's a ' Take note of thy departure? All that
came the refreshments and the
WILD ALFALFA MAY SOLVE
Head small, excesbreathe
housekeeper.
poor
GRAVE PROBLEM. Showering of rice.
vain. Manners evidently af- Shall share thy destiny. The gay will
sively
"Wel1- - tnls morning I crawled out at
Spokane, Wasn., Aug. 24. Exper-fected, indicating desire to break
laugh
ienced farmers in Spokane county be-- ! 4:30 and caught the train back to. Juto a social set where she doesn't be- When thou are gone, the solemn
Chicago."
,
in.
al-lieve that the discovery of wild
and can't remain if she gets
brood of care
.
"Bt you had a visit with your rela--. long
"merifri- falfa. known to
On the whole, a member of the vulgar Plod on, and each one as before will
middle class."
caga falcata," in Bonner county, Ida tives."
chase
"l
Besides, the trip cost me
"And the daughter"
ho, by W. H. Heideman, superintend- His favorite phantom; yet all these
ten
without
the
presdollars,
counting
traits
Mother's
modern.
"WelL
she's
ent of the
station,!
shall leave
conducted by the United States gov- ent."
will be toned down by environment, Their mirth and their employments,
to
a
could
"You
of
lot
have gone
peowhich is plainly that of well-to-d- o
ernment at Clagstone, Idaho, will
and shall come
Don't think her taste in dressing
solve the problem of dry land forage matinees for that."
ple.
And
make their bed with thee. . As
noddedThe
"Without
stenographer
shows much refinement Rather a
crops. The plant, which thrives in
tired out or sick from
the long train
g
child, but not an intelarid districts, where others die from anybody's being
she said. "I know one lectual face
Of
overwork,"
ages glide away, the sons of men,
by any means. Wonder
heat and lack of moisture, is similar
and
ever
I
a
If
I'll
get married
put
who they belong to. Friends of the The youth in life's green spring,
to tame alfalfa. The blossom is a thing.
advertisement of it in the Stewards,
who
he
standing
goes
probably. They're coming
pinkish white and resembles the newspaper.
That will do away with
In the full strength of years, Matron
p'ant brought to this country from addressing and stamping invitations. this way!"
humor
sense
of
and Maid,
Standish, whose
Russia by Professor Hanson of South Then we will walk over to the nearest
gray-- !
The
elemental,
to
be
decidedly
speechless babe, and the
seemed
Dakota, who was sent abroad by the minister's "
to
man
wanted
"I
haired
with
laughter.
'
government to find a plant adapted
"Hush!" warned the bookkeeper. roared
to thy
to isemiarid districts. The pods are "Get busy! Here comes the
give you a chance to get square with, Shall, one by one, be gathered
boss."
did.
j
"and
he
you
side
certainy
said,
me,"
the same size and shape as those of
fol- My dear, this is Mr. Bartlett He's j By those who in their turn shall
tame alfalfa. Mr, Heideman
found
A Good Reason.
fortune."
i
lOW
been
your
thpffV
telling
the plants in the Hoodoo valley, for'
"I want to thank you," said the
For a second time Bartlett's face So live, that when thy summons
merly given over to placer gold minmanner
in
which
the
"for
you
a study.
orator,
was
comes to join
ers, in a spot where there is no chance
gave attention to my remarks. Your
caravan, which
innumerable
The
for even nature to
plant attitude was gratifying different from
Heart.
moves
the
Lift
life and where all vegetation is pracUp
the others."
To that mysterious realm, where each
lilft up, lift up, O heart of mine,
tically dead. Professor Heideman has
the
I
"but
"Yes,"
replied
auditor;
unto
the
face
King;
Thy
to
of
the
sent specimens
shall take
promi- don't want
plant
any credit that is not due And let the glory of his sacred light,
nent botanists for examination and me. I have had insomnia for weeks."
His chamber in the silent halls of
Shine in, shine in.
identification. Experts say the plant
death,
at
Und let the darkness of thy deep despair, Thou go not, like the quarry-lav- e
has been searched for all over tne
sin,
grief,
In
thy
Thy
Alaska.
Mosquitoes
world the last 10 years.
shadows of the night before th
night,
In spite of the cold, mosquitoes like day,
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustainan
flourish
and
are
nuisintolerable
Flee from within.
Souvenirs, free to ladies tonight, ance in Alaska.
ed and soothed
-- Mrs. Will E. Walils.
Adobe Grand.
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy

MOGOLLON ROBBER SUSPECT
PASSES THROUGH MOGOLLON.

grave,
Like one who wraps the drapery of
his couch
About him. and lies down to pleasant,
dreams.

CHARACTER
BEADING

GOING TO A
WEDDING

BLANKS

Mining Blanks.
FOR RENT- - Furnished three-rooAdditional and Amended Location tent house
1st. F. AnSeptember
Certificate,
sheet
drews.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet
FOR SALE A Number 6 RemingNotice of Mining Location,
sheet. ton
typewriter in first class condition.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Benjamin M. Read.
2

4

2

at-rue-fii

sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
2

sheet

j

e

it-o-

J

.

d

at

w

!

s

Non-Miner-

2

4

j

4

p

!

1

wpita

i

-

good-lookin-

j

sub-irriga-

!

at Charles

maps and prices
Michael. Real Estate.

Co.,

E.

4

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarSanta Fe Typewriter Exanteed.
change. Phone Black 231.

1--

2

2

to ladies toni;;ht,

Souvenirs, free
Adobe Grand.

2

2

1-- 2

2

2

2

2

2

1-- 2

2

1-- 2

4

2

2

2

4

2

4

4

,

1--

Warrant,

sheet
sheet.

4

Commitment,

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
4

j

I

j

Affidavit,
Bond, 4

Writ

4

4

2

sheet

2

sheet
sheet

2

j

Summons as Garnishee

sheet

sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
2

4

1-- 4

General Blanks.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
sheet.
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet.
Application for License, 2 sheet
sheet.
Retail Liquor License.
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License,
sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Birth,
sheet.
Certificate of Death,
Butchers' Shipping
Notices, l- 2

1-- 2

j

j

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thf
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement

2

I

j

WANTED Position by first grade
and
male
teacher.
Experienced
"Teachand
Spanish.
speaks English
er," care Santa Fe New Mexican.

Non-Miner-

-

J86

WANTED Two ponies weighing
about 7."n pounds. Inquire
Singer
Sewing Machine Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

2

d

j

sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and CorrohoratiLg
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publibhing Out of
Notice.
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range
Delivery, 14
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Drive and
Authority to Gather,
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Appearance Bon3 on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Bond of Appearance,
(District
sheet
Court),
sheet
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer. Sum
mons, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and Desheet
tainer,
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet.
Replevin Afifldavit, 4 sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
2

evi-flenc-

j

FOR SALE
Thirty horse power engine, good as new. Inquire,
at Santa Fe Planing Mill.

4

car-fiag-

nice-lookin- g

safe $o0. Chas.

Office

COOK WANTED Apply to Mrs. R.
J. Palen, 231 Palac- - avenue.

Mex.

M'

'u

FOR SALK
E. Michael.

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

Gal-legl-

y

WANT

2

2

sheet

Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
Lease,
sheet
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
sheet
Search Warrant,
sheet
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
School Blanks.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 2
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Contract between Directors and Tea-Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
chers,
sheet. Clause,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 12
of
of apportionment
Certificate
sheet.
sheet. ;
School Funds,
sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
4

1-- 2

4

2

4

2

1-- 4

2

2

2

2

1-- 2

1--

1--

4

2

j

1-- 4

1-- 4

2

2

1--

2

4

4

1--

1--

sheet.
Warranty Deed,

sheet
Land Office Blanks.

sheet.

2

sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
2
Affidavit,
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
full sheet
of
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
full sheet.
Sheriffs'
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
Monthly
Report of Li- censes.
sheet.
full sheet
Applicant,
Spanish Blanks.
Deposition of Witness.
Auto de Arresto.
sheet.
pliego.
Auto de Prlsion, 4 pliego.
full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
2
sheet.
Declaracion Jurada,
Final Proof.
pliego.
2
sheet.
Certificado de Nombramiento,
Contest Notice,
Affidavit to be filed before contest, pliego.
2
Fianza Oficial,
sheet
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
Affidavit of Contest Against
sheet
pliego.
Entryman,
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 2
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet.
pllgeo.
proof,
sheet
Additional Entry,
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
320 Homestead
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
Entry,
Documento Garantizado, 2 pliego.
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
full
sheet.
pliego.
plicant,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet.
Every night at Adobe Grand, MexiTownship Plats,
can Opera.
Township Plats, full sheet
Homestead Entry,

1-- 2

sheet.

2

1--

Non-Miner-

4

1-- 2

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

4

1--

4

1--

2

Non-Reside-

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEWMEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of tie Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at

the rate of

least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

In Vaughan

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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The hospital operated by ten the mayor that he has taken the
at Alamogordo will subject up with his railroad officials.
Southwestern
the
after August 27. Other railroads will likely follow suit.
be discontinued
Kidnaped Child at Lordsburg ArFrom
Hereafter
passengers or employes
(Continued
Page Two.)
who are injured on that division of thur Kennedy has filed suit for divorce from Winifred E. Kennedy, at
Don't forget next Tuesday night at the road, will be taken to El Paso.
the Adobe Grand.
Two Women Arrested for Drunke- El Paso, Texas. Mr. and Mrs. KenSpecial Meeting of Elks Tonight a nnessMaggie Lujan and Mrs. William nedy recently figured in a kidnaping
special meeting of tne Elks will be Shoat were arrested at Albuquerque case, in which the mother took her
'held.
Ail members are urged to at-- j last evening for drunkenness. Maggie little girl from the possession of the
tend.
times father at Lordsburg, Grant county.
Lujan has ben in jail forty-fiv- e
'
His Heel John since Xew Year, says the Morning j The court gave Mrs. Kennedy custody
Dislocated
Boy
Bueb, ten years old, dislocated his Journal, and had just completed a six- of the child.
heel while trying to slide to a base ty days' sentence.
Cleaning
Up
Mogollon Gladys
in a baseball game at Albuquerque
Candidate for District Attorney-Dist- rict Baird, proprietor of a disorderly
Clerk Frank W. Shearon has house at Mogollon, was arrested and
Many are Called But Few Will Be receivel hearty endorsements from placed in the Socorro county jail with
Chosen Thus far in Albuquerque Taos, Torrance Santa Fe, San Juan the three women previously arrested,
alone, 110 Republicans have register- land Rio Arriba counties for the di- denizens of the same house, charged
with
without a license
ed as candidates for the constitutional
strict attorneyship to succeed Judge and selling liquor
convention.
suspected of guilty knowledge of
E. C. Abbott when the latter assumes
and murder. The Baird
the hold-uKit Carson Charged With Stealing a
place on the supreme court bench. woman had been
Alarm Clork Kit Carson, a Santa Fe
paying frequent visLeases Normandie Hotel Mr. and
brakenian, was arrested at Albuquer- Mrs. Thomas Doran of Clovis have its to the three women in jail.
Begin now to plan to go to the
which
que yesterday charged with stealing a leased the Normandie hotel
dollar alarm clock.
was recently enlarged and improved. Adobe Grand next Tuesday night.
Sunday School Picnic The memConcert September 5 The ladies Mr. Clovis has had extensive hotel exof the Cathedral parish will give a perience in Clovis where he managed bers of the Sunday school of the Methconcert at the Elks' theater Monday the Commercial hotel. He expects to odist Episcopal church went to the
canon today on a picnic and some of
night, September 5. Several fine sing- open the Normandie October 1.
ers have been engaged for the occasDemocratic County Convention at the picnickers went in style for they
Rision.
Albuquerque The Democrats of Ber- pressed into service Williams and
Elks' Minstrel in October The B. nalillo county met in convention today ing's spick and span tallyho with
P. O. E. will give a minstrel at the at Albuquerque. Some forty delegates Bruce Williams as driver. The weathElks' theatre October 14 and 15. It were in attendance and wrangled over er bureau was represented by Bert
will be a splendid affair and the best platform and candidates, on neither of Sloan who took pains to protect the
of local talent has been engaged, it which a decision had been reached picnickers from hail storms.
No Fight Pictures at El Paso Mayis said.
when the New Mexican went to press.
Johnson Held in $10,000 Bond Sam
Broke Five Ribs At the bronco or Kelly of El Paso, will not allow
conpictures of the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
Johnson, charged with aiding and busting contest at the ball park at
reIn
n
El
Paso.
in
Hoo-teto
shown
test
be
recent
Emil
of
murder
abetting the
Eddy county, while Shirley
Katzenstein at Socorro, has been
was endeavoring to put a cover sponse to a communication in whidh
placed under $10,000 bond after a pre- over a bronco's eyes the animal struck the New York owners of the fight
liminary hearing.
him with his hind legs, breaking an films asked whether or not they
The
Bank
City
Capital arm and five ribs. Hooten fainted and would be allowed to show the pictures
Capital
City Bank will move into its new it was some time before he came to. at El Paso, the mayor instructed the
to write them that El Paso
quarters in the Claire hotel tomorrow.
Viljoen Declines to Return to Africa city clerk
of
General J. B. Viljoen, veteran of would not permit the exhibition
Many improvements have been made
and the bank will have a thoroughly the Boer war, who resides at Cham-- ' the pictures.
office.
Cutter Will Be Dry Town The
berino, Dona Ana county, has declined
of suspenders and collar butvendors
Dollar
for
Fire
at
Thousand
the
to
Africa
to
return
an
offer
Thirty
Last night fire destroyed a purpose of accepting a lucrative gov- tons, who always follow the flag, not
'luarter of a business block in tlhe ernment position at the hands of the to mention the frontier saloon, will
town of Tucumcari, Quay county, in- - British.
General Viljoen announces not be able to get in on the ground
flicting a loss of 30,000, in greater part that he is now a citizen of the United floor of the El Paso railroad at Cutter,
covered by insurance,
Sierra county, when the service is
States.
i
trains will run from EleFor
Copies of Enabling Act Secretary
established,
Elephant
Shipped
Equipment
Frank W. Shearon of the Republican Butte Road
The second install- phant Butte to Engle and it will be
central committee has received copies
ment of mules and working equip- necessary for the people going to the
'
of the Enabling Act in English. He ment has been shipped to the con- Butte to go to Engle and transfer to
is also distributeing thousands of struction camp of the Petrolithic Con- - the branch road. Several years ago
copies of the act in Spanish.
struction Company on the right of the possibility of a saloon town growMarriage Linceses Any Pettini, way of the Elephant Butte and El ing up in the neighborhood of the dam
aged 30 of Italy, and Miss Arvia Kat- - Paso railroad. A force of laborers was site was removed, when the governalin, of Santa Pe; Manuel Tafoya, sent up to the camp Tuesday morning. ment withdrew a large tract of land
aged 22, of San Juan, and Laurencita
Wants Gongs at Tracks Santa Fe in that vicinity.
Castelano, aged 18, of Santa Clara, is going to be thoroughly
Murder in Dona Ana County The
took out marriage licenses here.
and even Grandma Europe will not be report of the coroner's jury, called to
s
The necessity of careful and accur- ahead of us if Mayor Seligman gets investigate the shooting of Juan
ate compounding of prescriptions is through Ihis scheme to have gongs at
near Nutt station, has been
the text of the new advertisement of railroad crossings to announce the ap- filed in the office of the probate clerk
The Capital Pharmacy In this Issue proach of trains and warn the dear of Dona Ana county. The report conand it will be well for all who have public. Mr. Seligman has also taken tains the testimony of one witness
need of drugs to read the advertise- - up the matter of widening crossings who states that be was present when
ment.
over the tracks and W. D. Shea of the shooting occurred. He states?
Southwestern HosDital at Alamogor- - the Denver and Rio Grande has writ however, that when the first three
do Closes

Minor City Topics

4

No

NO

4

GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

FLOUR
"M"
VI
1

per sack $1.65 per sack
0 BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE WITH
EACH SCKYOUBUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUEStellsG THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT 25th
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.

refund you

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24,

shots were fired he did not see the
parties, havirig his eyes turned in the
the
opposite direction, but when
fourth shot came Sie saw that it come
from the pistol of Tom Hall, the man
who surrendered himself.
The witness testified that he did not know
who fired the first shot. The finding
of the jury is to the effect that Juan
Benavides came to his death by a
bullet from a .45 caliber revolver in
the hands of Tom Hall.
,

p

j

'Ptae

F. ANDREWS

4.

No.

OF

11

4.

pi

LAST WEEK
OUR

Phone

GREAT RAZOR SALE

Owinor to the

ereat demand for these poods which hnve exceeded out- a special requestTi from many who were

we have decided through
V. pectatious,
iinnhlplnatnH lict nuil.)f

tifl

week. We still have on handa good assortment of all the leading brands,
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your Choice
f g m
Wostenholm I. X. L. No. 148 Lewi. No. 105
Wottenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. 100
4 C each
f
1
No.
1
Razor
1
16
No.
)
7
Blue
Steel
Roger
Worth $2.50
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and elabor.
ately finished, to go at half price. '
I
$3-0Brandt No. 1 1 1, $1.47
$3.50 Brandt No. 115, $1.77
$4.00 Brandt No. 112, $1.97
$4.50 Brandt No.
$2.17
Brandt Bert No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price 110,
each
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for$2.97
use.
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated

BRANDT

ill

!

which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 97c. each
The Brandt
Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
edge on your razor, with fewer strokes, than anv other strnn nnth.
market Uwiay. Guaranteed never to become hard or glowy. Mail order; filled.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
g

The Rexall Store.

$2.00 Razor Homes 97c.
Mail Order

Filled

KEEP

COOL-KE- EP

Jl

H

'!BT;

HEALTHY

bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water instantly. 25 bathsims cent can.
IT'S WORTH A TRIAL

SATISFACTION

::

'up-to-da-

ri

Ben-avide-

NEW YORK'

ASSURED

FIRST CLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE

'

i

When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHASWEET in the tub when

BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO..

rXVop

i

j

HACK SERVICE

and Saddle Horses

popiar'prices

Mexican
night.

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

Mail

of

Accused

Robbery

City-Mogoll-

Souvenirs, free to ladies tonight,
Adobe Grand.

Opera,

Adobe Grand
"

to- i

Mexican
night.

Opera.

Adobe Grand

to- -

Mexican
night.

Opera,

Adobe Grand

to-- 1

Mexican

Adobe Grand

Opera,

MAKE REMARKABLE FIND AT
SAN MIGUEL AMAXTLA RUINS.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 24. A
beautiful clay butterfly, indicating
that at one time the ancient inhabitants of Mexico followed a more aesthetic form of worship tlhan that of
the Aztecs with its human sacrifices
and lenientTrbrm ot.cannibalisra, has
been found in the ruins of a teocalll
at San Miguel Amaxtla, recently di
covered. The object is fashioned of
burnt clay, finely tinted in glazed colors, and bears the emblems used oy
the ancient Mexicans to represent the
sun god, immortality and disinterested
love. The head of the butterfly is distinctly human and its entire surface
is covered with (hieroglyphic

metem-paychosi-

Mexican
night.

Opera,

'""Aerobe

Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
Chicago, the famous makers of
garments for women, made to
We have their
individual measure.
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.
man-tailore-

d

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty If necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and' individuality.
effects.
give you all the
man-tailore- d

Remarkable Prices
These

garments
cost but little more than one pays for
The
suits
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all' the
effects. The reason la
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots.; Their expert
supervision is distributed oyer a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost.
ready-made-

made-to-measur-

Our Own Guarantee

e

s.

man-tailore-

man-tailore- d

man-tailore- d

d

We guarantee you complete
faction.

This guarantee

satis-

covers fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If

the garment when received Is not all
nave

the

perfect
stand
The
makers
to
refuse
it.
right
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
you expect, you

.

them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
it.

We will see

that you get

man-tailore- d

;

-

M. Kayser, Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

Come and see this Fashion Portfolio. It is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths .from which
you can choose. PS"k out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

Q

Grand

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

NOW READY
Colored Fashion Plates.

charac-

ters. A Mexico City scientist is now
trying to unravel these. It is of interest to note here that the butterfly
with nearly all the ancients wa3 a
symbol of transfiguration and
especially is this true of
the ancient Egyptians with whom the
ancient Mexicans are claimed by
many to have been related. Psyche,
the principle of immortality and love
with the ancient Greek was also a
butterfly but i3 usually represented as
a human form lhaving wings.

NEW SAMPLES AT THE BIG STORE

The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at

Phil

Estes and William Bay, suspected of
the murder of driver Jose Dominguez
of the Silver
stage and
the robbery of the stage, were arraigned at Socorro before U. S. Commissioner Sweet on the charge of stealing the United States mail and assaulting Dominguez with intent to inflict bodily harm, the
government
confiining its prosecution to the matter of the mail and .leaving the alleged murder to the territorial authorities. The men asked for a preliminary hearing and the commissioner set the case for September 19 in
order to give time to procure needed
witnesses. Day, it is understood, during a grilling cross examination, made
numerous conflicting statements. Day
is under indictment at Hillsboro for
stealing horses. .Estes is anxious for
a hearing as soon as possible and both
men appear nervous.

Ar-tesi-

RAZOR STROPS

SELF-HONIN- G

191

to

s,

